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Abstract (max. 2000 char.): 
This work concerns planar optical waveguide sensors for biosensing 
applications, with the focus on deep-probe sensing for micron-scale 
biological objects like bacteria and whole cells. In the last two 
decades planar metal-clad waveguides have been briefly introduced 
in the literature applied for various biosensing applications, 
however a thorough study of the sensor configurations has not been 
presented, but is the main subject of this thesis. 
 
Optical sensors are generally well suited for bio-sensing as they 
show high sensitivity and give an immediate response for minute 
changes in the refractive index of a sample. Due to the high 
sensitivity of optical bio-sensors direct detection of biological 
objects is possible. The majority of optical sensors presented in the 
literature and commercially available optical sensors are based on 
evanescent wave sensing, however most of these sensors can only 
detect substances in the close vicinity to the sensor surface limited 
to below 200 nm. Bacteria and whole cells with sizes of micron-
scale exceed that range and thus sensors suitable for deep-probe 
sensing are important. 
 
The present thesis deals with optical, planar waveguide sensors for 
deep-probe evanescent wave sensing with emphasis on detection of 
micron-scale biological objects. I have demonstrated reverse-
symmetry operation using the simplest possible configuration, a 
freestanding glass plate acting as a multimode sensor [N. Skivesen 
et al, Opt. Lett. 28, 2003]. Such a sensor has only been realized by 
Qi et al [Zm Qi et al, Sens. Actuators B 81, 2002] before, however 
the sensing principle we present results in a broad detection range 
from gases to solid materials and is different from the principle 
suggested by Qi et al with a highly limited detection range.  
 
Metal-clad waveguide sensors are suitable for deep-probe sensing 
and can be operated in two different modes. I have made a thorough 
optimization of the waveguide parameters of both MCWG-types in 
terms of sensitivity [N. Skivesen et al, Sens. Actuators B 106, 2005] 
and [N. Skivesen et al, Opt. Lett. 30, 2005]. Each of the sensor 
types have previously been realized by Salamon et al [Z. Salamon 
et al, Biophys. J. 73, 1997] and Zourob et al [M. Zourob et al, Sens. 
Actuators B 90, 2003] and presented for biosensing in connection 
with experiments, however no thorough study of the impact of the 
various parameters involved in the sensor configurations have been 
presented. 
 
The studied sensor configurations have been fabricated and applied 
for refractive index measurements and cell-detection, thus this 
thesis also includes presentation and analysis of experimental 
setups, descriptions of fabrication processes and measurements with 
all three sensors, where single cell detection is shown by use of the 
metal-clad waveguide sensors. 
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Information Service Department 
P.O.Box 49 
DK-4000 Roskilde 
Denmark 
Telephone +45 46774004 
bibl@risoe.dk 
Fax +45 46774013 
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Dansk resume
Denne afhandling omhandler planare optiske sensorer til måling på prøver indeholdende biolo-
giske objekter. Fokus er lagt på detecton af objekter med en størrelseorden af mikrometer in-
dbefattende celler og bacterier. Indenfor de seneste 20 år er planare metal-belagte bølgeledere
(metal-clad waveguides (MCWGs)) blevet introduceret i forbindelse med praktisk anvendelse af
disse som sensorer til biologisk detection. Der er i den forbindelse ikke tidligere blevet præsenteret
en dybgående analyse af konfigurationen af MCWGs. Hoved-formålet med denne afhandling er
netop en dybgående analyse af denne sensorkonfiguration.
Generelt er optiske sensorer meget følsomme overfor en ændring af brydningsindekset af den
prøve, der måles på, og det er muligt at måle selv små ændringer online. Den høje følsomhed gør
netop, at optiske sensorer er anvendelige til detektion af biologiske objekter. Mange af de optiske
sensorer, der løbende præsenteres i litteraturen og hvoraf nogle allerede findes på det kommercielle
marked i dag, er baseret på at måle brydningsindekset af en prøve på sensorens overflade ved hjælp
af et "evanescent" felt. Dette felt er begrænset i udbredelse i prøven til under 200 nm fra overfladen
af sensoren. Idet celler og bakterier er i størrelsesorden af mikrometer, er de gængse evanescent-
felt sensorer begrænset mht. detektion af disse, og derfor er sensorer, der kan detektere objekter
som celler og bakterier interessante.
Undersøgelsen af MCWG sensorer tager udgangspunkt i en beskrivelse af planare dielektriske
bølgeleder-sensorer omfattende sensorer med den gængse symmetri, hvor brydningsindekset af
substratet for bølgeleder-filmen er højere end brydningindekset af prøven, der måles. Den nylig in-
troducerede konfiguration af dielektrisk bølgeleder med omvendt symmetry, hvor brydningsindek-
set af substratet i bølgelederkonfigurationen er mindre end brydningsindekset af prøven præsen-
teres ligeledes. Denne sensor er netop udviklet med henblik på detection of objekter af størrelsen
mikrometer. I forbindelse med beskrivelsen af dielectriske bølgeleder-sensorer har jeg undersøgt
en multimode bølgeleder-sensor. Den består af en simpel glasplade og er anvendt til målinger af
væskers brydningindeks. Både fabrikationen og den eksperimentelle opstilling til denne sensor er
præsenteret.
Analysen af MCWG-sensorer omfatter to forskellige typer sensorer, en peak-type og en dip-type,
hvor analysen er fokuseret på optimering af sensorerne til detektion af biologiske objekter af
mikrometer-størrelse. Yderligere beskrives fabrikation af og målinger med begge sensorer, herun-
der er en simpel eksperiment opstilling, kaldet "retro-reflector"-princippet, blevet afprøvet og anal-
yseret. Til vurdering af disse sensorers følsomhed er SPR-sensorer sideløbende blevet analyseret
til sammenligning, da SPR-sensoren idag anvendes bredt indenfor biologisk detection.
Målinger udført med MCWG-sensorer har vist, at det er muligt at detektere en enkelt celle på
sensorens overflade.
Fabrikationen af optiske sensorer er også et interessant emne, da en del sensor-konfigurationer
involverer omfattende processer, hvilket kan være problematisk i forbindelse med kommerciel
anvendelse. Fabrikationen af MCWG-sensorerne er forholdsvis simpel og en beskrivelse af fab-
rikationen er også inkluderet i denne afhandling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Biosensor is a general term for a wide range of devices that measure the presence or concentration
of biological molecules, biological structures, microorganisms, etc., by translating a biochemical
interaction at the probe surface into a quantifiable physical signal.
The possible fields of application of biosensing are extensive, involving areas such as the medical
industry for development of drugs, diagnostics at the local doctor and home medical tests. Online
screening of water quality for both household and industrial use are other fields of applications
of biosensing and environmental monitoring of both air and water measuring on waste water, the
conditions in storage facilities (humidity) and other indoor facilities amongst a lot of other fields
of application.
Today, infectious diseases cause 40% of all deaths worldwide (approximately 20 million deaths
a year). Especially in many developing countries microbial diseases constitute the major causes
of death.[1] Bacterial pathogens cause up to 91% of estimated 81 million food borne illnesses in
the USA, especially bacterial pathogens (e.g. Escherichia coli (E.coli), Salmonella, Staphylococ-
cus aureus, Campylobacter jejuni, Campylobacter coli and Bacillus cereus) are the cause of food
borne illnesses and can easily contaminate both food and water. Unfortunately the occurrence of
infections due to these pathogens do not seem to decrease.[2] Salmonella and E. coli O157:H7
are especially dangerous for humans and can cause death. Even a very low amount of bacterial
pathogens can cause an infection e.g. a dose of no more than 10 E. coli O157:H7 or Salmonella
bacteria can cause infections.[2]
Common bacterial infections like tonsillitis (inflammation of the throat) and inflammation of the
urinary system result in more than 25 million calls at medical doctors every year in the USA
alone.[3]
Bacterial pathogens can be food, water and air borne and thus careful control of bacterial pathogens
is extremely important to both minimize the spreading of infectious diseases and rapid diagnostics
of infections for better and faster treatment. Thus the important demands for a sensor for bacterial
detection are high sensitivity and a fast response on the scale of minutes.
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Currently, the most used technique for bacteria detection is still colony counts, where a sample is
placed in optimal growth conditions in an agar-coated petri dish and is subsequently observed for
bacterial growth. This method is very sensitive as a single cell will spread into a colony of cells,
however the method is very slow as it typically takes 24 hours or more to obtain a result.
For medical diagnostics of inflammatory diseases a number of tests exist for indirect measurements
of the presence of bacteria. These tests detect traces left in the sample due to bacterial activity.
However these tests have limited sensitivity, no specificity for which bacteria are present in the
sample and can only be used for infections where traces are present.
One principle for specific bacterial detection is gene based sensors where the best known principle
is the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Here, a specific gene sequence in the DNA molecule
is recognized to determine the type and strain of the bacteria with high sensitivity however the
sample processing time is lengthy (4 - 6 hours)[4] and the processing of the samples demands
expertise in molecular biology.[5; 6]
Intensive research in developing biosensors for fast and sensitive detection has been conducted
over several decades and has resulted in various techniques. Especially optical techniques have
proven interesting for biosensing due to the possibility of rapid, direct (unlabeled) detection. The
research in optical biosensors has resulted in a number of sensor devices which have been applied
for biosensing and reported for detection of bacterial pathogens including monomode dielectric
waveguide sensors,[7] surface plasmon resonance sensors,[8] the resonant mirror sensor[9] and
various interferometers.[10] These sensors give rapid and sensitive detection, however some of
the sensors are only suitable for sensitive measurements of objects on a size scale up to 100 nm
like DNA, proteins and viruses while others require complicated and delicate fabrication steps,
such as coating procedures, baking steps, etching, and various chemical or physical deposition
steps.[11] [17]
The aim of this thesis is to optimize optical, planar sensors for high sensitivity for biological
objects of micron meter size for unlabelled detection and fast response and with potential to be
implementable in a portable sensor system for fast, precise measurements. A sensor system for
commercial use should furthermore be possible to be operated without extensive training in the
use of the system or specific knowledge of molecular biology and be operated with sensors, which
can be fabricated by a rather simple process. The emphasis of this work has been to conduct
a systematic study of the sensors in order to optimize the sensor sensitivity and thus the aim
has not been to fully develop a ready-to-use biosensor system. Potential sensors fulfilling these
requirements are the reverse-symmetry waveguide sensors and metal-clad waveguide sensors.
The thesis is divided into 6 chapters starting in chapter 2 with a basic introduction to optical
waveguides, biosensing and optical biosensor techniques. Based on this general introduction of
optical biosensing the focus is aimed at optical sensors for deep-probe sensing.
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In chapter 3 the reverse symmetry dielectric waveguide sensor is presented. Single mode operation
of this sensor has been studied for optimization of various biosensor applications and the sensor
has proven well suited for deep-probe sensing. Experiments with this sensor includes detection of
both bacteria and whole cells with good results. However, the reverse symmetry waveguide can
also be used in multimode operation for deep-probe sensing and this is the main subject of chapter
3, where I demonstrate reverse symmetry operation of the most simple waveguide configuration,
a simple, free standing glass plate acting as a waveguide. A simple sensing principle is proposed
for the sensor and demonstrated for RI measurements. The fabrication of the sensor is presented
along with the experimental setup. Using the presented sensing principle results in that the sensor
can be used as a refractometer for broad range absolute refractive index measurements.
Another interesting sensor configuration for deep-probe sensing is the metal-clad waveguide (MCWG).
MCWGs can be operated in two modes and can be divided into dip-type MCWGs and peak-type
MCWGs. In chapter 4 and 5 I present a thorough study of the two MCWGs for optimization of
the waveguide parameters of both MCWG-types in terms of sensitivity. The dip-type MCWG is
presented in chapter 4 and the peak-type MCWG in chapter 5. The MCWG sensors are evanescent
wave sensors and for both sensors the sensing principle will be described and the influence of the
various parameters in the waveguide configurations will be discussed in connection with optimum
sensitivity and detection ranges of the sensors. A theoretical comparison with the SPR sensor is
given as the SPR sensor is closely related to the MCWG sensors as they are all optical metal-clad
sensors. Also, the implementation of the MCWG sensors in an experimental setup is discussed in
chapter 5.
Experiments with the MCWGs have been performed and will be presented in chapter 6, where a
simple experimental setup , the retro-reflector setup, is presented and analysed for the ability of
precise measurements. The fabrication of the sensors is also presented and the sensors are applied
for both RI measurements and cell-detection.
Concluding remarks on the sensors are given in chapter 7.
Risø–PhD–15(EN) 13

Chapter 2
Waveguide bio-sensors
In this chapter planar waveguides are introduced giving a detailed description of the basic proper-
ties of planar waveguides for later reference and an introduction to biosensing is given leading to
a presentation of the use of planar waveguides for bio-sensing. Furthermore, a short description is
given of the term biosensing and of a few commonly used optical biosensors in the literature.
2.1 Planar waveguides
Basically, a planar waveguide constitutes a three-layer dielectric structure of a substrate S, a
waveguide film F and a cover medium C , see Fig. 2.1 for the basic waveguide configuration.
Figure 2.1. Basic waveguide structure with illustration of light guided in the waveguide film by total internal
reflection (TIR) at the film boundaries.
The basic configuration consists of dielectric media with refractive indices (RIs), n
S
, n
F
and
n
C
for the substrate, film and cover medium, where n
F
> {n
S
, n
C
}. The important feature of
the dielectric waveguide is the possibility of light being guided in the film layer of the structure,
illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
15
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How is light guided in a planar waveguide?
In a planar dielectric waveguide light is guided in the waveguide film by total internal reflection
(TIR) at the film/cover- and the film/substrate-boundary, respectively, see Fig. 2.2 for illustration
of reflection at the film/cover-boundary.
Figure 2.2. Light reflected by TIR at the film/cover-boundary when the propagation angle of the light,  is
above the critical angle, 
Critical
.
Total internal reflection can only be achieved for light propagating in a medium with a RI higher
than the RI of the adjacent medium and when the incident angle of the light on the boundary of the
two media is higher than the critical angle, 
Critical
, which is the angle where the light changes
from being a normal propagating wave across the boundary to being totally internal reflected.
Thus, to achieve TIR in the waveguide film at both boundaries the waveguide film’s RI should be
higher than the RIs of the substrate and the cover and the propagation angle of the light  should
be above the highest critical angle of the two:
n
F
> max{ n
C
; n
S
};

Critical
= sin
 1

max{ n
C
;n
S
}
n
F

:
(2.1)
For the dielectric waveguide it is possible to excite a so-called waveguide mode at a given value of
, the so-called waveguide mode angle or resonant angle 
m
, for which the light in the waveguide
film is guided without loss.
When does a waveguide mode appear in the waveguide?
A waveguide mode arises when the reflected beams in the film achieve constructive interference
upon experiencing both reflections. This condition may be derived by considering the guided light
16 Risø–PhD–15(EN)
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as beams that zig-zag in the film, see Fig. 2.3 for illustration. The wave fronts with phase  are
illustrated with the lines orthogonal to the light path and are separated by 2.
Figure 2.3. Constructive interference of the reflected beams in the waveguide film appears if the wave fronts
at points a and b are in phase. The phase change of the reflected beams at the film boundaries are 
F;S
and

F;C
and  the angle of propagation.
Constructive interference between the guided beams exists if the wave fronts are in phase after
reflection at the two boundaries, which is illustrated for the two wave fronts in points a and b in
Fig. 2.3 and thus the total phase shift between point a and b should be an integral multiple of 2
to obtain a waveguide mode. The total phase shift between the two points comprises the change
in phase due to the optical path difference between point a and b, 
S
, and the phase shifts, 
F;S
and 
F;C
due to the reflections at the film boundaries. The criteria for a waveguide mode can thus
be written as:
2m = 
S
+ 
F;S
+ 
F;C
; (2.2)
where m = 0; 1; 2::: is the mode order.
The phase shift due to the travelled distance from point a to b depends primarily on the RI of the
waveguide film and the film thickness d
F
and is given by:[18]

S
= 2d
F
k
q
n
2
F
 N
2
; (2.3)
where k = 2= is the wave number in vacuum and N is the effective refractive index given by
n
F
sin . The phase shifts due to TIR at the two boundaries are given by:[18; 19]

F;S
=  2 arctan
"

n
F
n
S

2
s
N
2
  n
2
S
n
2
F
 N
2
#
; (2.4)

F;C
=  2 arctan
"

n
F
n
C

2
s
N
2
  n
2
C
n
2
F
 N
2
#
; (2.5)
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where  = 0; 1 represents the TE and TM polarized case, respectively.
Of the parameters in the mode equation only N is unknown, which is a normalized wave vector
component along x given by k
x
=k (see Fig. 2.5 for axis defintion). The term effective refractive
index arises because the phase velocity along x in the waveguide is v = c=N . From the mode
equation Eq. (2.2) the solutions N
m
can now be calculated for a given waveguide configuration.
In Fig. 2.4 N
m
is calculated vs. film thickness for a waveguide structure comprising a glass
substrate, a polystyrene waveguide film and water for the cover medium using both TE and TM
polarized light and for m = 0  3.
Figure 2.4. Calculated N
m
vs. film thickness for m = 0  3 for TE and TM polarized light. The used RIs
are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59 and n
C
= 1.33. The dotted lines represent d
F
= 250 nm, 500 nm and 1100 nm
for later reference.
From Fig. 2.4 it is seen that N
m
for this waveguide configuration has a value in the range n
S
to n
F
starting at n
S
and increasing towards n
F
for increasing film thickness. Generally, the film
thickness at which N
m
= max{n
C
; n
S
} is the cutoff film thickness for the various modes.
For a given waveguide configuration the film has to have a certain thickness for a waveguide
mode to exist and, depending on the polarization of the light, this thickness at which the waveg-
uide mode starts to exist is referred to as the cutoff film thickness. Gradually increasing the film
thickness from the cutoff film thickness results in one to more supported waveguide modes of the
same polarization of the light, thus a single mode waveguide describes a waveguide in which one
waveguide mode exists and for two or more supported waveguide modes of the same polarization
the waveguide is a multimode waveguide. For a multimode waveguide several cutoff thicknesses
exists - one for each waveguide mode, these thicknesses are referred to as the cutoff film thickness
for the waveguide mode of mode order m. For the examples in in Fig. 2.4 these cutoff thicknesses
are approximately 250 nm, 800 nm and 1600 nm for the 0th, 1st and 2nd order modes, respectively.
Can the cutoff film thickness be calculated?
Based on the findings above, the cutoff film thickness for a given mode m can be calculated from
Eqs. (2.2 - 2.5) by setting N = max{n
C
; n
S
}:
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where n
min
= min{n
C
; n
S
} and n
max
= max{n
C
; n
S
}.
Can the profile of the electromagnetic field of the different mode orders be calculated?
The mode order of a waveguide mode determines the electromagnetic field in the waveguide. The
profile of the electromagnetic field in the waveguide can be calculated from Maxwell’s equations
and the boundary conditions.
In Fig. 2.5 the electromagnetic fields in the waveguide layers are represented by plane waves,
where A
I
and B
I
, (I = S, F , C) are the amplitudes of the up- and down-going waves, respectively
in the individual media.
Figure 2.5. The electromagnetic field in a three-layered structure with a waveguide film of thickness d
F
.
The eigenmodes of the three-layer (substrate-film-cover) structure can be obtained by solving
Maxwell’s equations for the structure initially assuming that the waveguide structure is left alone
without any field incident from the outside, which is a usual procedure to identify the eigenmodes
of a system. The solutions are obtained by using the solution ansatz 
 for the electromagnetic
field based on the fields illustrated in Fig. 2.5:

 =
2
6
4
B
S
exp[ ik
z;S
z] exp[ik
x
x  i!t)] (in the substrate)
(A
F
exp[ik
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z] +B
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2
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2
;
(2.7)
where 
 represents the E-field for TE-polarized light and the H-field for TM-polarized light, k
x
is
the x-component of the wave vector and k
z;I
is the wave vector component along z in medium I .
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Now, assuming non-magnetic media with permeability  = 1 and applying the boundary condi-
tions stating that, (i) 
 and @
z

 are continuous across the two boundaries for TE polarized light
and (ii) 
 and (n 2)@
z

 are continuous across the two boundaries for TM polarized light, it is
possible for each polarization to obtain four equations relating the four amplitudes in Eq. (2.7).
These four equations can be written in the form:
A

 = 0; (2.8)
where  = (B
S
, A
F
, B
F
, A
C
) and A

is given by:
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In order to get non-trivial solutions the determinant of A

needs to be zero, which leads to an
equation exactly identical to the mode equation found from the ray-tracing approach, Eqs. (2.2-
2.5).
The mode profile of a waveguide mode for a waveguide structure with a given d
F
and the corre-
sponding N
m
calculated from Eq. (2.2) (shown in Fig. 2.4) can now be calculated from Eq. (2.8)
by assuming one of the field amplitudes known, e.g. A
F
= 1:
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In Fig. 2.6 the mode profiles for TM-polarized light with  = 632.8 nm are calculated for waveg-
uides with the following film thicknesses d
F
and mode orders m: (a) d
F
= 250 nm, m = 0, (b)
d
F
= 500 nm, m = 0 and (c) d
F
= 1100 nm, m = {0, 1} for N
m
calculated from Eq. (2.2).
Figure 2.6. Calculated mode profiles of the electromagnetic field in a waveguide. The mode profiles are
shown for three different film thicknesses, d
F
= 250 nm (a), d
F
= 500 nm (b) and d
F
= 1100 nm (c) and
are calculated for TM-polarized light with a wavelength  = 632.8 nm. The used RIs are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59, n
C
= 1.33.
From Figs. 2.6(a)-(c) it is seen that the mode profiles for all three configurations are asymmetric
with evanescent fields extending into the cover and substrate of which the evanescent field in
the substrate is larger than the evanescent field in the cover medium. This is due to the normal
symmetry configuration of the waveguide configuration i.e. n
S
> n
C
.
The asymmetry is pronounced for mode profiles for waveguide configurations with a film thickness
just above d
Cutoff
(d
F
= 250, m = 0 and d
F
= 1100, m = 1) for which N
m
' n
S
. For increasing
film thickness for a given mode the asymmetry of the mode profile becomes less pronounced and
the penetration depth of the evanescent field in both the cover and substrate is decreased. The
mode profiles for the TE-polarized case show the same features.
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From Eq. (2.2) the penetration depths of the evanescent field in the cover, d
P;C
= Im[k
 1
z;C
] and
in the substrate d
P;S
= Im[k
 1
z;S
] are calculated in Fig. 2.7 for different mode orders vs. film
thickness.
Figure 2.7. Calculated penetration depths in (a) the cover d
P;C
and (b) the substrate d
P;S
vs. film thickness
for m = 0   3 for TE and TM polarized light. The used RIs are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59 and n
C
= 1.33.
The cutoff film thicknesses for the waveguide modes are illustrated by the squares.
From Fig. 2.7 it is seen that the penetration depths d
P;C
and d
P;S
for a given waveguide mode
decreases with increasing film thickness, which is also seen from the mode profiles in Fig. 2.6.
The penetration depth in the cover is limited to a finite value at cutoff film thickness (squares) with
the same maximum penetration depth of 138 nm for all modes. Contrary to d
P;C
, the substrate
penetration depth d
P;S
is infinite at cutoff film thickness but decreases fast to a few hundred nm
with increasing d
F
and d
P;S
approaces the value of d
P;C
. However, d
P;S
will always be higher
than d
P;C
when n
S
> n
C
.
When does the evanescent field exist?
An evanescent field arises when light is guided by TIR which can only be obtained in a medium
surrounded by lower RI media. The evanescent field arises in the media with the low RI, hence for
the dielectric waveguide an evanescent field arises in both the cover medium and in the substrate,
as seen from Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. The evanescent field is exponentially decreasing away from the
boundary at which it arises, and the greatest penetration depth is obtained at the critical angle of
TIR, as this is the angle at which the light transforms from a normally propagating wave in the
adjacent medium to an evanescent field. The critical angle is determined by the adjacent medium
to the waveguide film with the highest RI and thus the greatest penetration depth is obtained in
that medium.
The fact that the guided electromagnetic field extends into the cover and substrate of the waveguide
structure makes the waveguide useful for sensing purposes which we will see in the next section.
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2.2 Waveguide sensors
The planar waveguide sensor is basically a refractometer measuring the RI of a medium. In its
basic form the sensor constitutes a dielectric three layer planar waveguide, illustrated in Fig. 2.1,
where it is possible to change the cover medium for example from one aqueous solution to another.
A basic planar waveguide was introduced for the first time for sensing purposes by Tiefenthaler
and Lukosz[20] who applied it as a humidity and gas sensor by detecting a change in the RI of the
cover medium. The waveguide sensor is along with other optical sensors referred to as evanescent
field sensors due to the evanescent wave extending into the medium whose RI is to be measured.
From the calculated mode profiles in Fig. 2.6 it is seen that the evanescent field extends into the
cover medium and from the mode equation, Eq. (2.2) the basic mechanism of the sensing can be
explained. Considering Eq. (2.5) for the phase shift of the reflected light at the film/cover interface
it is seen, that a given value of n
C
influences the phase shift, thus, for a change in n
C
the phase shift
of the optical path length 
S
has to change in order to compensate for the change in 
F;C
and
thereby maintain a waveguide mode. Hence, the angle of incidence for which a waveguide mode is
excited, 
m
, will change. However, the evanescent field in the cover medium is limited to a given
penetration depth and thus only changes in the cover medium occuring within the evanescent field
influences 
F;C
. In the case of an inhomogenous cover, where several thin layers are stacked on
the sensor surface, only the layers in the vicinity of the sensor surface are sensed by the evanescent
field and thus contributes to the RI of the cover medium and influences 
F;C
.
What is the sensing principle?
The basic sensing principle of the planar dielectric waveguide sensor is to measure changes in N
m
due to changes in n
C
and the principle is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Light can be coupled into the
waveguide at the end facet of the waveguide film over a range of angles, , and be guided in the
film by TIR at the film/cover- and the film/substrate-boundaries at a range of angles , illustrated
in Fig. 2.8(a). The light is coupled out of the waveguide at the other end facet of the film where
the intensity is measured by a detector. The measured spectrum of intensity vs. angle is referred
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to as a sensorgram. The sensorgram can either be shown as intensity vs. angle or N as these are
related by N = n
F
sin .
Figure 2.8. Basic sensing principle. Operation of the waveguide sensor (a) where light incident on the film
end-face at the angle  is guided in the waveguide by TIR at the film/cover and film/substrate-boundaries
at the propagation angle of the light  and the intensity of the guided light is measured by a detector.
Illustration of sensorgrams (b) for cover RIs n
C1
and n
C2
.
At the waveguide mode angle 
m
corresponding to N
m
a waveguide mode is excited in the wave-
guide which gives rise to a peak in intensity in the measured sensorgram and a change in n
C
results in a change of N
m
and thus in the waveguide mode angle. The basic sensing principle is to
measure the change in the position of the peak in intensity, illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b) for a change
in cover RI from n
C1
to n
C2
.
How sensitive is the waveguide sensor?
From the mode equation Eq. (2.2) the sensitivity for changes in the RI of the cover medium,
@N
m
=@n
C
can be derived as:[19]
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where d
S
and d
C
are referred to as the so-called effective thicknesses of the substrate and the
cover, respectively.[21] and are given by:
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The terms d
S
and d
C
express the equivalent optical path length in cover and substrate, respectively
that would have resulted in phase shifts equal to 
F;S
and 
F;C
. Thus, alternatively the mode
equation could be described by the phase shift of the total optical path length: 2m = 
S
+

d
S
+ 
d
C
, where 
d
S
and 
d
C
are the phase shifts due to the optical path lengths d
S
and d
C
.
The cover RI sensitivity is calculated vs. film thickness in Fig. 2.9 for m = 0  3 for both TE and
TM polarized light.
Figure 2.9. Calculated @N
m
=@n
C
vs. film thickness for m = 0   3 for TE and TM polarized light. The
used RIs are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59, n
C
= 1.33.
It is seen in Fig. 2.9 that an optimum film thickness exists for the optimum cover RI sensitivity
obtained with the lowest order waveguide mode and for TM polarized light for a film thickness
just above cutoff film thickness. From the modeprofiles in Fig. 2.6 it is seen that in the case of a
film thickness just above cutoff the evanescent field in the substrate is very large compared to the
field on the cover, resulting in a very low influence of n
C
on N
m
and thus the cover RI sensitivity
is low at cutoff film thickness. Increasing the film thickness results in a more symmetric mode
profile of the electromagnetic field resulting in an increased influence of n
C
on N
m
and thus an
increase in the cover RI sensitivity. However, it is also seen that for increased film thickness the
field becomes more confined in the film and the evanescent fields in both the cover and substrate
decrease with a decreased influence of both n
C
and n
S
on N
m
and thus a decrease in the cover
RI sensitivity. Thus, the optimum cover RI sensitivity is found at a film thickness where the mode
profile of the field becomes more symmetric but for a film thickness for which, a relatively large
part of the field still extends into the cover medium.
What is bio-sensing?
The term bio-sensing describes the process of detecting the presence or the concentration of bio-
logical objects ranging in size from nanometers to micrometers such as DNA, proteins, lipid bi-
layers, viruses, bacteria and whole cells. Also, bio-sensing can include measurements on the
interactions of biological objects with a surface or other analytes.
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For bio-sensing the detection of an analyte should preferably be conducted as specific and labelfree
detection. Specific detection means that for a given sample it should be possible to measure one
specific analyte, e.g. a water or urine sample contains a number of bacterial pathogens of different
types and stains of which some are harmless and not interesting to detect.
For biosensing the analytes to be detected are often contained in an aqueous solution e.g. water,
urine or blood. The sample is injected into a cuvette ensuring contact with the sensor surface either
as still or flow measurements. For specific detection the surface is coated with a biological affinity
layer to which the biological object to be measured (sample analyte) binds, see Fig. 2.10 for
illustration. The cuvette is subsequently flushed with a sterile solution to rinse the sensor surface
to ensure that only the analyte to be detected is present. This process adds a layer to the structure
of the sensor, an adlayer. The affinity can be antibodies, antigens, a dextran layer etc. depending
on which analytes are to be detected.
Figure 2.10. Formation of an adlayer on a sensor surface. The surface is coated with a specific affinity layer
to which the sample analytes bind. The sample is applied to the cuvette and subsequently rinsed leaving an
adlayer of specific analytes on the sensor surface.
Labelling of the sample analyte is a method for enhancing the signal from the analyte to ensure
specific measurements or to ensure both specific detection and amplification of the signal from
the specific analyte. The basic method for labelling is to bind a nanoparticle to a capture agent,
which is similar to the agents of the affinity layer and thus, binds to the sample analyte. A solution
containing the labelled capture agents is either mixed into the sample before applying the sample to
the sensor or after the sample analytes have bound to the surface resulting in a sandwich-structure
of the affinity layer, sample analytes and labelled capture agents on the sensor surface, see Fig.
2.11.
Figure 2.11. Formation of an adlayer on a sensor surface with labelled sample analytes.
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The nanoparticles used as labels can for example be fluorescent and by exciting the particles
an enhanced signal from the bound analytes cen be obtained. However, labelling requires an
additional step in the detection procedure and adds time and additional costs to the measurements,
thus label-free detection are advantageous if the sensing technique is sufficiently sensitive.
In general, optical bio-sensors have proven useful for label-free detection and for more than two
decades several optical bio-sensors exploiting an evanescent field for sensing have appeared in
the literature[20; 22] [29] as they are able to detect minute changes in the RI close to the sensor
surface caused by a change in the solution RI or by biological objects immobilized on the sensor
surface as an adlayer.
The evanescent field bio-sensors introduced in the literature have proven to be a highly sensitive
tool for interactions in the close vicinity of the sensor surface, but they generally have a limited
penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover of 100-150 nm and thus are mostly suitable
for detection of interactions of small substances like viruses (10-100 nm), proteins (1-10 nm) and
DNA at the sensor surface. For detection of interactions involving larger substances like bacterial
cells (0:5  5m) and eukaryotic cells (5  50m) or interactions taking place at a given distance
from the sensor surface the conventional evanescent field sensors reach a limit in sensitivity due
to the limited penetration depth. In Fig. 2.12 adlayers of proteins, bacteria and eukaryotic cells on
the sensor surface are illustrated with an evanescent field of (a) 100 nm and (b) 1 m, respectively.
Figure 2.12. Illustration of the problem with a limited evanescent field of the conventional evanescent field
sensors of 100 nm (a) and evanescent field that would increase the sensitivity for micronscale biological
objects (b).
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An increase of the evanescent field in the cover would expand the field of application of the bio-
sensors to include sensitive detection of bacteria and eukaryotic cells. Especially detection of
eukaryotic cells is currently limited with evanescent field sensors not only due to their size but also
because they typically leave an aqueous gap between the cell membrane and the sensor surface,[30]
and this gap thus does not contribute to a change in the sensed RI.
What is an optical bio-sensor?
In general, optical biosensors include all sensors for biosensing that uses light for probing of a
biologial interaction and returns a quantifiable optical signal. A few well-proven techniques for
label-free detection are briefly described here.
The waveguide sensor described in this chapter was first introduced for sensing by W. Lukosz and
K. Tiefenthaler[20; 31] and since then a variety of designs have been presented in the literature for
optimization of the sensitivity and in- and outcoupling of the light.[11; 15; 19; 25; 26; 32; 33] But
the basic sensing principle is the same for all these sensors; the RI of the cover medium is sensed
by the evanescent field extending into the cover medium contributing to the effective RI of the
waveguide which is the parameter to be returned as the optical signal from the sensor.
A commercial system, the OWLs 110 sensor system based on waveguide sensors, has been devel-
oped by MicroVacuum.Ltd (Hungary)[34]. The sensor system is based on grating coupled dielec-
tric waveguides and can be applied as an immunosensor where the surface has a monomolecular
chemoresponsive coating, which consists of immobilized antibody molecules, that bind the corre-
sponding antigen molecules. The sensor also exists as a chemosensor where the sensor surface is
coated with a typically 0.1-1 mm thick chemoresponsive layer whose refractive index is changed
by binding the analyte molecules.
The SPR sensor[35] comprises a three layer planar structure a substrate, a metal cladding and a
cover medium whose RI is to be measured. This sensor is also an evanescent field sensor that mea-
sures the RI of the cover medium. The sensor is operated by illuminating the structure through
the substrate over a range of angles and measuring the reflected light. At a given angle the in-
cident light can excite a surface plasmon at the metal/cover interface resulting in an evanescent
electromagnetic field that extends into the metal and the cover medium from the interface. The sen-
sorgram from the SPR sensor shows the reflectance vs. angle and a dip appears in the reflectance
at the angle for which the surface plasmon is excited. The SPR sensor is widely used and has been
applied as a gas, humidity and chemical sensor,[36; 37] used for surface characterization,[38] and
for sensing of biological adlayers.[39; 40]
The Biacore sensor system is a commercial system based on the SPR-sensor developed for char-
acterization of proteins in terms of their specificity of interaction with other molecules, the rates at
which they interact (binding and dissociation), and their affinity (how tightly they bind to another
molecule).[41]
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The resonant mirror sensor[22; 23] is yet another evanescent field sensor and comprises a planar
structure on top of a prism. A low RI material  1 m thick is deposited onto the prism and on top
of this another but thinner layer of high RI dielectric material is deposited  100 nm thick, this
layer interfaces a cover medium, whose RI is to be measured. The structure is illuminated through
the prism over a range of angles and the phase of the reflected light is measured. At certain angles
light is coupled into the high RI material film where it undergoes multiple total internal reflections
at the film/cover interface resulting in an evanescent field arising at this interface extending up to
a few hundred nanometers into the cover medium. The total internal reflections at the film/cover
interface adds a phase shift to the reflected light at the resonant angle, which changes with the
cover mediums RI. Thus the sensing principle of the resonant mirror sensor resembles that of the
waveguide sensor. However, instead of measuring the intensity peak the measured sensorgram
from this sensor is the phase of the reflected light vs. angle. The resonant mirror sensor was
applied for bacterial detection by Watts et al[9] for detection of S. aureus cells and for detection of
other biological objects by Goddard et al.[42]
The anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide (arrow)[43] is a planar layered structure where the
sample RI is measured by light propagating in the sample. The structure of the arrow sensor varies
according to the different groups working on this structure[44] but generally includes more layers
than both the waveguide sensor, the resonant mirror sensor and the SPR sensor with five to seven
layers, a substrate, 2nd and 1st cladding layer, a core layer which comprises a channel for the
sample to be measured. On top of the core layer another three layers are deposited comprising 2
cladding layers and a thick superstrate layer[45]. All layers are formed from dielectric materials
and the RIs of the claddings adjacent to the sample or core region are higher than the RI of the
sample. The 2 cladding layers on either side of the core form a Fabry-Perot antiresonant cavity
and thus light is confined inside the core region by this cavity. The intensity of the confined light
changes due to a change in the RI of the sample medium in the core channel.
A variety of interferometer setups have been suggested for biosensing.[11; 15; 26; 46; 47; 48] How-
ever, they typically involve a waveguide for evanescent sensing of a cover medium’s RI or a chan-
nel containing the sample in which the light propagates for measuring the RI of the sample. The
phase of the light interacting with the sample is then compared to the phase of light that has propa-
gated through a channel containing a reference medium or in a waveguide covered with a reference
medium, respectively. Thus, the interferometer setups merely provide a way to increase the sensi-
tivity of a given sensor by adding a reference signal. One example is the commercially available
biosensing system Analight RBio200[49], which is based on interferometric sensing using a dual
waveguide interferometer.
In general, the planar structured sensors are the most simple to fabricate avoiding fabrication steps
like etching. The evanescent field sensors have shown high sensitivity to RI changes in the close
vicinity of the sensor surface approximately within 100 nm due to the limited penetration depth
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of the evanescent field in the cover and are very suitable for adlayer changes and RI changes of
uniform sample media.
How sensitive is the waveguide sensor to an adlayer?
The adlayer sensitivity @N
m
=@d
A
can be derived from the mode equation Eq. (2.2) as:[19]
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The calculated adlayer sensitivity is shown in Fig. 2.13 vs. film thickness for TE and TM polarized
light and mode orders m = 0  3.
Figure 2.13. Calculated @N
m
=@d
A
vs. film thickness for m = 0   3 for TE and TM polarized light. The
used RIs are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59, n
C
= 1.33, n
A
= 1.5 and the thickness d
A
= 1 nm.
It is seen that an optimum adlayer sensitivity is obtained for a film thickness just above cutoff
film thickness for each of the modes with the maximum adlayer sensitivity obtained for the lowest
order waveguide mode and for TM polarized light. Comparing the adlayer sensitivity with the
cover RI sensitivity calculated in Fig. 2.9 for the same waveguide configuration shows a similar
shape of the curves for the two sensitivities and the change in adlayer sensitivity vs. film thickness
is caused by the change in the penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover and substrate
which decreases at different rates for a given change in film thickness.
However, it is possible to increase both sensitivities by increasing n
F
. Also the sensitivities can
be increased by lowering n
S
towards n
C
as the critical angle at the two film boundaries becomes
less separated in value and thus the mode profile becomes more symmetrical. Thus summarizing,
the optimum sensitivity of the waveguide sensor is achieved by choosing n
S
and n
F
for a given
n
C
according to: (n
S
  n
C
) as low as possible and (n
F
  n
C
) as high as possible.
Using a dielectric waveguide sensor, it has been shown by Horvath et al[50] that it is possible to
measure a change in adlayer thickness below 0.5 nm. The measurement were on lipid bilayers and
the thickness of the adlayer was measured vs. temperature changes.
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2.3 Discussion
A waveguide sensor is an evanescent field sensor for which the waveguide mode is the sensing
feature. The guided electromagnetic field of the waveguide mode extends as an evanescent field
into the cover and substrate media and senses an effective refractive index N
m
of the waveguide.
Due to the part of the electromagnetic field that extends into the cover medium a change in RI of
the cover medium results in a change in N
m
.
Waveguide modes are only excited in the waveguide when d
F
is above the cutoff film thickness
and the number of waveguide modes excited in the waveguide increases with film thickness, where
the waveguide mode order, m describes the profile of the electromagnetic field in the waveguide.
For the waveguide sensor the sensitivities can be calculated from Eqs. 2.11 and 2.14 and the
optimum sensitivity can be changed by adjusting the RIs of the substrate and the film as the
sensitivity of the sensor depends on the penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover. Both
a maximum adlayer sensitivity and a maximum cover RI sensitivity is obtained for the waveguide
mode for the 0th order TM mode and a film thickness just above cutoff film thickness.
The penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover is the important parameter for detection
of micron-scale objects. Especially for cells, the evanescent field should be large enough to extend
across the aqueous gap that may occur between a cell settling on a sensor surface and the actual
sensor surface, when the cell is contained in an aqueous medium.
For the dielectric planar waveguide the penetration depth is limited to a few hundred nanome-
ters which makes the sensor suitable for detection of the presence of an adlayer or for measuring
changes in thin adlayers on the sensor surface. The sensor also has a high sensitivity for measure-
ments of RIs of uniform aqueous solutions.
Specific detection of biological objects can be performed by coating the sensor surface with a
specific recognition agent and the signal from the specific detection can be amplified by labelling
the objects to be measured. However, a bio-sensor should preferably be sensitive enough to detect
unlabelled objects as this simplifies the sample preparation and reduces the costs for each sample
to be analyzed.
In the following chapters the reverse symmetry waveguide sensor and two metal-clad waveguide
(MCWG) sensors, the dip- and the peak-type MCWG, will be presented. The reverse symmetry
waveguide sensor has a similar configuration to the conventional waveguide sensor presented in
this chapter, however with a reversed symmetry i.e. n
C
> n
S
. The application of the reverse sym-
metry waveguide as a sensor is based on the ability of exciting waveguide modes in the waveguide
film. The dip-type MCWG comprises a waveguide structure with thin metal-layer and thus com-
prises an additional layer compared to the dielectric waveguide sensors. However, similar to the
dielectric waveguide sensors, the application of the dip-type MCWG as a sensor is based on the
ability of exciting waveguide modes in a dielectric layer of the structure. The peak-type MCWG
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also utilizes the ability to excited waveguide modes in a dielectric layer of the structure, which
is similar to that of the dip-type MCWG. Contrary to the other sensors the peak-type MCWG is
operated off-resonance of the waveguide mode as another interesting feature in the sensorgram of
this configuration can be applied for sensing purposes. The common features for the sensors to
be presented in the next chapters are that they are all evanescent wave sensors and that they all
have a large penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover medium and hence, they are all
deep-probe sensors.
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Reverse symmetry waveguide sensors
In this chapter the reverse symmetry waveguide sensor is introduced which is closely related to
the dielectric, planar waveguide sensor in the previous chapter. Hence, the basic properties of
the dielectric waveguide presented in chapter 2 also applies for the reverse symmetry waveguide
sensor and frequent references to the previous chapter will occur.
What is a reverse symmetry waveguide?
The reverse symmetry waveguide is a planar dielectric waveguide with a configuration similar to
the configuration of the waveguide shown in Fig. 2.1 comprising a substrate, a waveguide film
and a cover medium. However, for the reverse symmetry waveguide the substrate RI is lower than
the cover RI, i.e. n
S
< n
C
. As for the dielectric waveguide n
F
> {n
S
, n
C
} thus, the light in the
reverse symmetry waveguide is also guided by TIR resulting in excitation of waveguide modes
when constructive interference between the light beams in the waveguide film occurs.
Why is the reverse symmetry configuration interesting?
The interesting feature of the reverse symmetry waveguide sensor is that a high penetration depth
of the evanescent field in the cover medium can be achieved and moreover a penetration depth
in the cover medium that is higher than the substrate penetration depth, thus resulting in a higher
influence of n
C
on the sensed N
m
for the reverse symmetry waveguide than for the dielectric
waveguide. This is seen from the mode profiles calculated in Fig. 2.6 for the dielectric waveguide
where a large penetration depth is achieved in the substrate or in general terms in the adjacent
medium of the waveguide film with the highest RI.
For a waveguide comprising a substrate of air, a polystyrene film and a cover of water the cover
and substrate penetration depths d
P;C
and d
P;S
given by Im[k 1
z;C
] and Im[k 1
z;S
], respectively, are
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calculated in Fig. 3.1 vs. film thickness for the mode orders m = 0  3 for TE and TM polarized
light.
Figure 3.1. Calculated penetration depths for m = 0  3 of the evanescent field in the cover d
P;C
(a) and
in the substrate d
P;S
(b) vs. film thickness for TE and TM polarization. The RIs used are: n
S
= 1, n
F
=
1.59 and n
C
= 1.33.
The cover penetration depth d
P;C
for the reverse symmetry waveguide goes to infinity at the cutoff
film thickness for the different mode orders m and decreases fast to a few hundred nanometers for
an increase in film thickness of  100 nm from the cutoff film thickness. A further increase in
film thickness decreases the penetration depth further but at a much slower rate.
The substrate penetration depth d
P;S
also decreases with increasing film thickness but at a slower
and more even rate. At cutoff film thickness (squares) d
P;S
reaches a limited depth of 115 nm,
which is equal for all modes. Logically, the penetration depths for the reverse symmetry waveguide
configuration shows the opposite situation of that for the normal symmetry waveguide in Fig. 2.7.
The infinite penetration depth of d
P;C
at cutoff film thickness occurs because N
m
approaches
n
C
for this film thickness, see Fig. 3.2 where N
m
vs. film thickness is calculated for the same
waveguide configuration as used for the calculated penetration depths above. At N
m
= n
C
the
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waveguide mode angle 
m
is given by the critical angle 
Critical
, see Fig. 2.2 at which the light
changes from being normal propagating waves to an evanescent field.
Figure 3.2. N
m
calculated vs. film thickness for mode orders m = 0   3 for both TE and TM polarized
light. The RIs of the configuration are: n
S
= 1, n
F
= 1.59 and n
C
= 1.33.
From Fig. 3.2 it is seen that N
m
for the reverse symmetry waveguide has a value in the range n
C
to n
F
starting at n
C
for a film thickness given by the cutoff film thickness and increases to n
F
as the film thickness is increased. For a planar three-layer dielectric waveguide configuration N
m
has a value ranging from max{n
S
; n
C
} to n
F
in agreement with N
m
calculated for the normal
symmetry waveguide in Fig. 2.4 with n
S
< N
m
< n
F
.
How sensitive is this sensor configuration?
The cover RI and adlayer sensitivities of the reverse symmetry configuration are calculated using
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) and are shown in Fig. 3.3 vs. film thickness for m = 0  3 for TE and TM
polarized light.
Figure 3.3. Calculated cover RI sensitivity @N
m
=@n
C
(a) and adlayer sensitivity @N
m
=@d
A
(b) vs. film
thickness for TE (solid lines) and TM (dotted lines) polarized light. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1, n
F
= 1.59 and n
C
= 1.33.
The cover RI sensitivity calculated in Fig. 3.3(a) equals 1 at the cutoff film thickness and decreases
for increasing film thickness. From the calculated penetration depth in the cover medium in Fig.
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3.1 the infinite penetration depth at cutoff thickness has the result that the sensed N
m
mainly de-
pends on n
C
. The adlayer sensitivity @N
m
=@d
A
in Fig. 3.3(b) shows that the optimum sensitivity
is obtained for a film thickness slightly thicker than the cutoff film thickness. This is due to a
reduced penetration depth in the cover for which the evanescent field in the cover senses the given
adlayer with optimum effect and not a large part of the cover medium.
The optimum sensitivity calculated in Fig. 3.3 is @N
m
=@n
C
= 1 for all modes and for both
polarizations at cutoff film thicknesses while the optimum @N
m
=@d
A
= 0.53 10-3 nm-1 is obtained
for d
F
= 155 nm for the TE polarized waveguide mode m = 0.
The adlayer sensitivity can be increased by adjusting the RIs of the waveguide by choosing n
F
and n
S
so that (n
F
  n
C
) and (n
C
  n
S
) both are as high as possible. The cover RI sensitivity
approaches one for all waveguide modes at cutoff film thickness and cannot be increased to a
higher value for the reverse symmetry dielectric waveguide configuration.
Compared to the normal symmetry dielectric waveguide, the maximum achievable sensitivity of
the reverse symmetry waveguide sensor for the mode order m = 0 for a substrate of n
S
= 1:517
and n
S
= 1, respectively with n
F
= 1:59 and n
C
= 1:33 is 20-fold and 6-fold higher for the
cover and adlayer sensitivity, respectively.
Can this configuration be realized?
For biosensing the cover medium will typically comprise an aqueous solution containing the bio-
logical substances to be detected, but also detection of air borne bacterial pathogens is a possible
application. This means that to obtain a waveguide sensor with reverse symmetry the substrate RI
should be lower than that of water for aqueous samples or the substrate should be air (n
S
= 1) for
detection of objects contained in air.
How to realize the reverse configuration in practice is not obvious as solid materials with a RI
below 1.33 are rarely found and also considering the issue of mechanical stability of the thin
waveguide film if a non-solid material is used e.g. air (as used in the above calculations).
One material to use for the substrate is teflon with a RI of 1.3,[51] however using a n
S
close
to n
C
will require a very thin waveguide film to be operated as a single mode waveguide, d
F
 30 nm for a teflon substrate, polystyrene film and water for the cover medium. Fabricating
a film this thin can complicate the fabrication process and the further chemical treatment of the
surface for specific binding. Another possibility is to use a nanoporous material which is a solid
material filled with air bubbles smaller than the wavelength of the light used in the setup. Reverse
symmetry waveguides with a substrate of porous silica (n
S
= 1:2) have been thoroughly described
in references [29, 52, 53, 50], implemented and successfully used for cover RI measurements,
bacteria and cell detection.[29; 53; 50]
However, the simplest possible reverse symmetry waveguide would be to use a simple glass plate
as a waveguide sensor; air substrate and the glass plate as the waveguide film. I wanted to in-
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vestigate this sensor configuration for both the theoretical sensitivity and the practical aspects of
applying this configuration as a sensor, involving the fabrication, setup and experiments.
The use of air for the substrate is a possible configuration for the sensor, but to ensure the mechan-
ical stability the waveguide film has to have a certain thickness to avoid bending when the cover
medium is applied, resulting in a multimode waveguide. For a single mode waveguide with air as
substrate the film should have a thickness around 150 nm for a film of RI 1.59 for highly sensitive
measurements.
3.1 Free standing multimode waveguide sensor
Both the normal and the reverse symmetry waveguide sensors can be used in multimode operation,
where several waveguide modes can be excited in the waveguide film. However, contrary to the
normal symmetry, dielectric waveguide sensor the reverse symmetry waveguide sensor has the
advantage that the maximum number of modes that can be excited in the waveguide film is quite
sensitive to the RI of the cover medium.
In Fig. 3.4 the maximum number of waveguide modes vs. n
C
is calculated and shown as the
highest order mode vs. n
C
for the reverse symmetry multimode waveguide with air substrate
(solid line) and for the normal symmetry waveguide with the RIs of the commercially available
OW2400[34] waveguide sensor (dashed line) both with a 50 m thick waveguide film.
Figure 3.4. Calculated highest order mode vs. n
C
for a reverse symmetry (solid line) waveguide sensor and
for a normal symmetry (dashed line) waveguide sensor for TE polarized light with wavelength  = 632.8
nm. The parameters used are: n
F
= 1.52, d
F
= 50 m and n
S
= 1 for the reverse symmetry waveguide
and for the normal symmetry waveguide n
F
= 1.77 d
F
= 50 m and n
S
= 1.53.
From Fig. 3.4 it is seen that the number of waveguide modes supported in the normal symmetry
waveguide are practically independent on n
C
, whereas the number of modes excited in the reverse
symmetry waveguide show a strong dependence on n
C
. The curves calculated for TM polarized
light are basically coincident with the curves for TE polarized light.
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What is the sensing principle for the freestanding multimode waveguide sensor?
For a multimode waveguide several waveguide modes can be excited, each for a different resonant
angle, 
m
of the light incident at the film interfaces with the cover and substrate, where the 
m
’s
are above the critical angle, 
Critical
as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5. Multimode operation of a planar waveguide.
The sensing principle for the multimode reverse symmetry waveguide is similar to that of the single
mode. Light is coupled into the waveguide at the end facet of the waveguide film over a range of
angles and the outcoupled light at the other end facet of the waveguide film is measured with a
photo detector, thus a sensorgram of intensity vs. angle is measured. The resulting sensorgram
comprises a curve with several peaks in the intensity, one for each waveguide mode m excited in
the waveguide at the waveguide mode angle 
m
. In Fig. 3.6 the sensorgrams from a 4 m thick
free standing waveguide are illustrated for cover media n
C
= 1:33 and n
C
= 1:36, where modes
m = 0  10 can be excited.
Figure 3.6. Illustration of sensorgrams from a multimode waveguide for two values of the cover medium RI,
n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.36, for TE polarized light. (b) Detailed section of the sensorgrams. The parameters
used are: n
S
= 1, n
F
= 1.59, d
F
= 4 m, n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.36.
A change in the cover medium RI n
C
will give a different phase change of the reflected light at the
cover/film interface 
F;C
and thus the incident angle 
m
for which the wavefronts are in phase and
constructive interference occurs will change. Thus, the basic sensing principle of the multimode
reverse symmetry waveguide is like for the single mode waveguide to detect a change in position
of a given waveguide mode due to a change in n
C
. However, for the multimode waveguide several
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modes can be excited, which all change in angular position due to a change in n
C
. From the
sensorgrams from a multimode free standing waveguide in Fig. 3.6 it is seen that for n
C
= 1:33
and n
C
= 1:36 11 modes can be excited in the waveguide for which the inter-mode distance
increases with the mode order and that the change in angular position due to a change in n
C
also
increases with mode order.
The highest order mode experiences the largest shift in angular position and are thus the most
sensitive to a change in the cover medium or in the adlayer, this is also seen from the sensitivities
calculated in Fig. 3.3 for a given d
F
. This is due to the fact that N
m
of the highest order mode
is close to n
C
(Fig. 3.2) and thus is the waveguide mode with the highest penetration depth in
the cover (Fig. 3.1). For optimum sensing of a change in the cover medium the sensing principle
will thus be to detect the change in position of the highest order waveguide mode. In addition it
is important to mention that the maximum number of waveguide modes that can be excited in the
waveguide changes when n
C
is changed which is seen from Fig. 3.4.
Besides our group only Qi et al have presented a freestanding waveguide also made from a sim-
ple glass plate. Qi et al present a prism coupled freestanding waveguide applied for cover RI
measurements.[54] They limit the detection range to a range of RIs within which the number of
waveguide modes does not change and use the highest order mode as sensing probe. Instead of de-
tecting the change in position of the given mode due to a change in n
C
they measure the intensity
of the guided light at a fixed angle, resulting in a limited detection range for that specific sensor
configuration of 1.5x10 3 RIU (refractive index units) for aqueous solutions.
Contrary, we have suggested to use the number of modes as the sensing feature to obtain a sensor
for broad range detection, however resulting in a lower sensitivity to that of Qi et al. Using
the number of modes as the sensing feature enables the sensor to be used as a refractometer for
measuring the absolute RI of both gases and liquids.
How sensitive is the freestanding multimode waveguide sensor?
The sensitivity of the sensor depends on which sensing probe is applied. Qi et al[54] states a
sensitivity of 3x10 5 RIU when using the intensity of the highest order mode as the sensing probe.
Using the number of modes as the sensing feature for broad range detection results in a sensitivity
that changes with n
C
, where the sensitivity is reduced for low n
C
values. The inter-mode distance
is the parameter that determines the sensitivity and from Figs. 3.4 and 3.6 it is seen that the inter-
mode distance is high for low cover RIs and decreases for high cover RIs and thus the sensitivity
increases with n
C
.
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In Fig. 3.7 the resolution n
C
of the freestanding waveguide sensor is calculated for waveguides
of thickness 52 m, 100 m, 200 m and 400 m. The resolution n
C
is given by the change in
n
C
that cases a change in number of modes of one waveguide mode.
Figure 3.7. Calculated resolution vs. cover RI for the freestanding multimode waveguide sensor with 4
different film thicknesses for TE polarized light with wavelength  = 632.8 nm and RIs n
S
= 1, n
F
= 1.59.
From Fig. 3.7 it is seen that the resolution of a 52 m thick waveguide varies from 7x10 3 RIU
at n
C
= 1 down to 5x10 5 RIU at n
C
= n
F
. However, by increasing the film thickness the
resolution can be increased due to more excited modes in the waveguide within the same detection
range or by choosing a waveguide film with a RI close to the cover RI which decreases the number
of modes and the detection range and hence approaches the single mode operation. A higher RI of
the waveguide film increases the detection range but decreases the resolution for a cover medium
RI around RI of water. A combination of the sensing method presented by Qi et al and the mode-
counting sensing method predicts a sensor with a broad detection range and high sensitivity.
It is also seen from Fig. 3.7 that the sensitivity basically increases linearly with n
C
from n
C
= 1
to n
C
= 1.45, which simplifies the processing of the signal.
3.2 Experiments
In connection with this work I have fabricated and used a freestanding multimode waveguide sen-
sor for RI measurements and used the detection of the number of modes excited in the waveguide
as the sensing feature.
What is the configuration of this sensor?
The freestanding multimode waveguide sensor simply consists of a glass plate with a thickness of
52 m onto which the cover medium is applied. The light is coupled into the waveguide by use
of a incoupling grating for which the 1.st diffraction order is coupled into the waveguide film.[18]
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The incoupling grating is moulded in a 40 nm thin polystyrene (PS) film on the glass plate, see
Fig 3.8 for illustration.
Figure 3.8. The fabricated freestanding multimode waveguide configuration.
The light is coupled into the waveguide by illuminating the coupling grating in Fig. 3.8 from
below at a range of angles, .
How is the sensor fabricated?
The waveguide is fabricated by applying a 40 nm thin PS film on a cleaned 52 m glass plate and
imprinting the grating in the polystyrene film. In Fig. 3.9 the glass plate used for the waveguide
film is shown at the end of a vacuum tweezers. The glass plate is 8 x 8 mm2, 52 m thick and has
a RI of 1.52.
Figure 3.9. Photographs of the 52 m thin glass plate used as the waveguide film of the freestanding mul-
timode waveguide. The glass plate is at the end of the vacuum tweezers.
In general, thin polymer films with a uniform thickness can be fabricated by spin coating a polymer
solution onto a substrate with a smooth horizontal surface. However, for this waveguide it is not
feasible to spin coat the PS film directly on the 52 m thin glass plate because the vacuum applied
to the substrate during spin coating will make the thin glass plate bend. Instead, I fabricated the
thin PS film by spin coating the dissolved PS [Mw: 1410000, Mw/Mn: 1.05 from Polymer Source
Inc., Canada] onto a thicker glass plate and transferred it to the thin glass plate by dip-floating, the
steps in this process are illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
The thin PS film is first spin coated on a 5x5 cm2 glass plate of 1 mm thickness from a toluene
solution of the PS (Concentration: 0.5 g PS / 50 mL toluene) at a spinning speed of 2000 rpm
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for 20 s, illustrated in Fig. 3.10(a). During spin coating the toluene partly evaporates and the PS
film has a density that makes it possible to transfer it to the glass waveguide by dip-floating. The
film is cut into 2 x 2 cm2 pieces on the 5 x 5 cm2 glass plates by a sharp knife (not shown in
the figure) and subsequently the glass plate is gently pushed through an air/water interface of a
water bath (Fig. 3.10(b)). Because the PS is hydrophobic the water enters between the glass and
the thin polystyrene film resulting in a freely floating PS film on the water surface (Fig. 3.10(c)).
The floating film can now be deposited onto the glass waveguide by holding the waveguide with
a vacuum tweezers and pressing it down on top of the floating PS film and into the water (Fig.
3.10(d)) and removing it from the water bath in one motion keeping the PS-covered surface of the
glass waveguide in the forward motion direction.
Figure 3.10. Procedure for the deposition of the PS film onto the glass waveguide. (a) Spin coating of the
40 nm thin PS film on a 5 x 5 cm2 glass plate. (b) Dip-floating of the PS film. (c) Free floating PS film on
the surface of a water bath. (d) Deposition of the PS film onto the glass waveguide.
The waveguide structure is subsequently left in an oven at 110ÆC for 30 min to dry and to remove
the remaining toluene in the film.
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The thickness of the film is measured on a separate film transferred to another 1 mm thick glass
plate by dip-floating, following the same procedure as describe above. Mechanically removing
parts of the film enables 2D measurements of the film thickness using a surface profiliator (Dektak
V 200-Si, Veeco).
The coupling grating in the PS film is imprinted in the film by hot-embossing using a Poly-
(Dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamp [PDMS from Dow Corning, Sylgaard 184]. The grating is
2 mm wide perpendicular to the grating lines, with a grating period  = 481 nm and depth of 
25 nm.
In Fig. 3.11(a) the fabrication of the stamp used for imprint of the grating is illustrated along with
the process of imprinting the grating in the film, illustrated in Fig. 3.11(b).
The PDMS grating stamp is fabricated by use of a grating master. The grating master is fabricated
holographically in photoresist using a He-Cd laser ( = 441.6 nm).[52] A PDMS layer  1 mm
thick is poured onto the grating master and heat cured at 80ÆC for 24 h. After removal from the
oven and left to cool down the moulded PDMS can easily be peeled off and used for printing of
gratings in the waveguide structure.
AFM images of the photoresist grating master and the PDMS grating stamp in Fig. 3.12 (a)
and (b), respectively, show that the PDMS replica is a perfect image of the original master which
indicates that the PDMS stamp is intact when it is peeled off the grating master and that the grating
master can be reused
Figure 3.11. (a) Illustration of the steps involved in the fabrication of (a) the PDMS grating stamp and (b)
the coupling grating in the PS film of the waveguide.
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For imprint of the coupling grating in the thin polystyrene layer on the waveguide the elastic
PDMS grating stamp is placed on top of the polystyrene film of the PS/glass waveguide structure.
With the stamp placed on the PS film the waveguide structure is heated in an oven at 120ÆC which
is above the glass transition temperature of PS. The structure is heated for 30 min after which it
is removed from the oven and left to cool down, subsequently the stamp can be peeled of the
structure leaving a print of the grating in the PS film and the waveguide is ready for use, see Fig.
3.11(b).
Figure 3.12. AFM images of the grating master (a) and the PDMS stamp (b). The grating period  = 481
nm and the depth of the grating is approximately 25 nm.
What experimental setup is used for the sensor?
The waveguide is placed on a holder with the incoupling grating downwards and a He-Ne laser
illuminates the grating from below, see Fig. 3.13. The holder of the waveguide sensor is made
such that the holder influences the sensor substrate of air as little as possible. A cuvette with in-
and outlet tubes is placed on top of the waveguide. Via the in- and outlet tubes in the cuvette it is
possible by use of a peristaltic pump to continuously change the cover solution without having to
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dismount the setup. Photographs of the waveguide holder and the cuvette is shown in Fig. 3.14
(a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 3.13. Experimental setup for the freestanding multimode waveguide sensor.
Figure 3.14. Photograph of the holder (a) and cuvette (b) for the multimode waveguide sensor.
At the end facet of the glass plate a detector is placed to measure the intensity of the guided modes.
The whole setup is placed on a high precision goniometer to vary the angle of incidence,  of the
He-Ne laser light to measure the intensity of the emitted light vs. angle of incidence.
At the specific mode coupling angle 
m
for the effective RI of the waveguide mode m, N
m
, the
given waveguide mode is excited and for a grating coupled waveguide the specific mode coupling
angles are given by the grating equation:
N
m
= sin(
m
) + =; (3.1)
where  is the vacuum wavelength of the light and  is the grating period.
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From Fig. 3.2 it is known that for the highest order mode N
m

=
n
C
thus applying Eq. (3.1) to the
highest order mode the grating equation can be expressed as:
n
C
= sin(
m;max
) + =; (3.2)
where 
m;max
is the coupling angle of the highest order mode. Thus, simply by measuring

m;max
, the absolute cover RI can be determined from Eq. (3.2).
What measurements are conducted?
An experiment with the following NaSCN-water solutions has been carried out: Pure water (n
C
= 1.331), 5% w/w NaSCN (n
C
= 1.342) and 10% w/w NaSCN (n
C
= 1.354) [Table values from
reference [55]]. The experimental setup used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.13 and the cover
solution in the cuvette is changed in the order: Pure water, 5% w/w NaSCN, pure water, 10% w/w
NaSCN and pure water (w/w: weight by weight).
The measured sensorgrams for the three different cover solutions are shown in Fig. 3.15.
Figure 3.15. Sensorgrams for samples of pure water, 5% w/w NaSCN solution and 10% w/w NaSCN solu-
tion (a). (b) Detailed section of the sensorgram of the highest order modes for coupling angles  = 0.8 deg
to  = 2.3 deg. The light source is a He-Ne laser of  = 632.8 nm and with mixed TE and TM polarized
light.
A number of peaks are observed in the sensorgrams measured for each solution and an increase
in the intensity is observed with increasing angle. Each peak corresponds to a waveguide mode
and calculations show that the inter-mode distance of the modes increases with the mode number
resulting in a clear mode separation at small angles of incidence and an overlap of the individual
modes at larger angles, see Fig. 3.4 and thus an increase in the intensity.
From the detailed section of the sensorgrams for coupling angles  = 0.8 deg to  = 2.3 deg (Fig.
3.15(b)) it is seen that the resonant angle of the highest order mode possible to excite in the waveg-
uide changes with n
C
. However, this is not due to a change in position of the individual modes
but occurs due to the maximum number of modes possible to excite in the waveguide changes de-
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pending on n
C
. Calculations of the number of modes that can be excited in the waveguide result
in: 121 for pure water, 118 for 5% w/w NaSCN and 114 for 10% w/w NaSCN shown in Fig. 3.16.
This shows agreement with the measurements where the number of modes disappearing is 3 and 7
respectively when changing the cover solution from pure water to 5% w/w NaSCN and from pure
water to 10% w/w NaSCN.
Figure 3.16. Calculated highest order TE modes vs. coupling angle for the present waveguide with a cover
RI of the liquids used in the experiments (a). (b) Detailed section of the calculations for coupling angles
0.8 deg to 2.35 deg.
The measured coupling angle for the highest order mode in each spectrum recorded during the
experiment is shown in Fig. 3.17. The corresponding n
C
from Eq. (3.2) is shown and gives
following readings: n
C
= 1.332 for pure water, n
C
= 1.342 for 5% w/w NaSCN and n
C
= 1.355 for
10% w/w NaSCN which gives an accuracy of 0.001 compared to the above mentioned table values.
The measured angle of incidence for the highest order mode shows that the single measurements
are reproducible when reapplying pure water after the NaSCN-water solutions.
Figure 3.17. Measured coupling angle and corresponding n
C
of the highest order mode vs. time for cover
media of pure water, 5% w/w NaSCN solution, pure water, 10% w/w NaSCN solution and pure water.
For the freestanding waveguide it is possible to measure the RI of media between the RI of the
substrate and the film ranging from gases to very dense liquids thus contrary to Qi et al we have
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shown that this configuration can be used as a broad range refractometer. The freestanding waveg-
uide is probably the most simple waveguide configuration, as it basically only consists of a glass
plate. The demonstrated fabrication involves dip-floating of the thin polystyrene film for the grat-
ing, however the waveguide including the coupling grating has the possibility of being fabricated
in one process in one material i.e. by polymer injection moulding or by etching of the grating
directly in the waveguide.
3.3 Discussion
The reverse symmetry waveguide sensor is an evanescent field sensor with a penetration depth of
the evanescent field in the cover medium of infinity at the cutoff film thickness and a high cover
RI sensitivity @N
m
=@n
C
= 1.
Reverse symmetry waveguides are suitable for both multimode and singlemode sensors. A thor-
ough study of the singlemode sensor has been presented in the literature, which shows that a large
evanescent field can be obtained in the cover medium. Results from measurements with the single-
mode reverse symmetry waveguide sensor for detection of whole cells and bacteria on the sensor
surface show very good results.
A freestanding, multimode, grating coupled waveguide sensor was presented for broad-range ab-
solute refractive index measurements. Using the number of excited waveguide modes for detection
the sensor gives an accuracy of absolute refractive index of 0.001 and a dynamic range of n
C
be-
tween 1 and 1.52. One other group (Qi et al) has suggested the same waveguide configuration but
using prism-coupling and used for a very limited detection range. The freestanding multimode
waveguide is the most basic configuration of dielectric waveguides as the waveguide only consists
of a simple glass plate. This sensor shows possibility of a fairly easy fabrication involving a single
material and a fabrication process involving a single step.
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Chapter 4
Metal-clad dip-type waveguide sensors - Theory
The metal clad dip-type waveguide was presented by the group of Salamon et al for various
biosensing purposes.[56; 57] The sensor was presented as a coupled plasmon-waveguide resonator
(CPWR) and has been applied for measurements of lipid bilayer with resulting characterization of
the thickness, the RI and the extinction coefficient of the lipid bilayer and for measurements of the
optical anisotropy in lipid bilayer membranes.[56; 58]
Other measurements performed by the Salamon group with the sensor have also included inter-
actions between membrane-associated proteins and enzymes with lipids including integral and
surface proteins in lipid bilayers,[59] [63] and receptor-ligand interactions.[64] [68]
However, in connection with the experiments the groups have presented two different configura-
tions of the sensor but no theoretical study of the sensor.
Generally, no thorough theoretical study of this waveguide sensor has been presented in the lite-
rature. Due to the results obtained by Salamon et al with this sensor on various biological adlayers
we found it interesting to make a thorough study of this waveguide structure for optimization of
the sensor for a given detection purpose as it shows potential for detection of micronscale objects.
In this chapter the MCWG is presented for sensing purposes by explaining the sensing principle
and a thorough study of the parameters in the structure comprising the MCWG is presented for
optimization of the MCWG sensor. As one result of the study we have shown that the term
coupled-plasmon waveguide resonator used by Salamon et al for the structure is actually incorrect.
The structure does support waveguide modes and the sensing feature of the dip-type MCWG is
exactly the excitation af waveguide modes in a dielectric layer of the structure.
What is the structure of a metal-clad waveguide?
A MCWG is a planar four-layered waveguide structure comprising a substrate S, a thin metal-
cladding M , a dielectric waveguide film F and a cover medium C , with refractive indices and
layer thicknesses n
I
and d
I
, respectively, see Fig. 4.1(a). The structure of the MCWG is thus
similar to the conventional dielectric waveguide sensor but with an extra layer of metal introduced
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between the substrate and the waveguide film. The MCWG can also be compared to the structure
of an SPR-sensor. The difference between the two structures is that a waveguide film is added on
top of the metal-coating for the MCWG structure. A photograph of a MCWG is shown in Fig.
4.1(b)
Figure 4.1. (a) Basic MCWG configuration with illustration of light guided in the waveguide film by total in-
ternal reflection (TIR) at the film/cover boundary and normal metallic reflection at the film/metal boundary.
(b) Photograph of a fabricated MCWG.
What is the sensing principle?
Similar to the dielectric waveguide, light can be guided in the waveguide film of the MCWG.
However, contrary to the dielectric waveguides, where the guided light experiences total internal
reflection at both the film/cover- and the film/substrate-boundary the guided light in the MCWG
is only totally internally reflected at the film/cover-boundary, while at the film/metal-boundary a
normal reflectance (NR) of the light occurs where the light is partly transmitted into the metal-
cladding and the substrate and partly reflected back into the waveguide film at the film/metal
interface, illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a).
A waveguide mode arises when the reflected beams in the waveguide film experience construc-
tive interference. Due to the reflection of the guided light in the waveguide film back into the
film at both boundaries it is thus possible to excite a waveguide mode in the MCWG. As for
the dielectric waveguides a waveguide mode arises when the wavefronts of the propagating light
in the waveguide film are in phase, see Fig. 2.3. From the ray-tracing approach also used for
the dielectric waveguide sensor a mode equation for the MCWG can be expressed as 2m =

S
+ 
F;C
+ 
F;M;S
, where the expressions for 
S
and 
F;C
are given in Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.5). The phase shift of the light reflected at the film/metal/substrate boundary, 
F;M;S
, is given
by:[18; 19]

F;M;S
= 2 tan
 1

i

1  r
FM
1 + r
FM

1  r
MS
exp[i2k
z;M
d
M
]
1 + r
MS
exp[i2k
z;M
d
M
]

; (4.1)
where r
IJ
is the amplitude reflection coefficient between layers I and J .
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The basic sensing principle of the MCWG is the same as for the dielectric waveguide: A change
in n
C
results in a change in 
F;C
which results in a change in 
S
for which a waveguide mode is
excited. However, the operation of the MCWG is somewhat different from the dielectric waveg-
uide sensors due to the metal cladding. MCWG sensors are operated in reflection mode, in which
the waveguide structure is illuminated from below and the reflected intensity is measured. In
Fig. 4.2 the operation of a MCWG-sensor is illustrated, when operated in reflection mode and
prism-coupling of the light is used.
The MCWG is placed onto a prism with index-matched oil or the MCWG and the prism are
incorporated in one unit by deposition of the metal layer and waveguide film directly onto the
prism in which case the prism becomes the substrate. A cuvette is placed on top of the MCWG
leaving an area of the sensor surface open for the cover medium, see Fig. 4.2(a). The cuvette
has an inlet- and an outlet tube making it possible to change the cover medium. The MCWG is
illuminated through the prism at an angle 
S
. The whole setup is placed on a rotation stage to vary
the angle of incidence.
The measured reflectance vs. angle 
S
results in a sensorgram where a dip in reflectance occurs
at the angle 
m
, where a waveguide mode is excited. The position of the dip in the sensorgram
changes for a change in the cover medium RI, which is seen from Fig. 4.2(b) where the sen-
sorgrams for a change in cover RI from n
C1
to n
C2
(n
C1
< n
C2
) for incident TE and TM po-
larized light are shown. The sensorgram can also be expressed as the reflectance vs. N , where
N = n
S
sin(
S
).
Figure 4.2. Operation of a prism-coupled MCWG sensor in reflection-mode. (a) The cover medium is
applied to a cuvette on top of the MCWG. (b) The sensorgram from the MCWG for TE and TM polarized
light when n
C
is changed from n
C1
= 1.33 to n
C2
= 1.35. The RIs for the MCWGs are n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4 (silver), n
F
= 1.59 and the thicknesses are d
F
= 340 nm and d
M
= 56 nm for TM polarized
light and d
F
= 250 nm and d
M
= 43 nm for TE polarized light.
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The sensorgrams, shown in Fig. 4.2(b) each show a dip in reflectance at the resonance angles of
the TE and TM waveguide modes at N
m
. Similar to the dielectric waveguides it is possible to
excite waveguide modes in the MCWG with both TE and TM polarized light. It is seen that the
reflectance increases as the angle of incidence is increased up to the critical angle 
Critical
which
is given by sin 1(n
C
=n
S
). The critical angle is the angle at which the light changes from being
transmitted at the film/cover boundary to being totally internal reflected at this boundary, and thus
at this angle N = n
C
.
How can N
m
be calculated for the MCWG?
Similar to the case of the dielectric waveguide, a waveguide mode equation for the metal-cladded
structure can be derived from Maxwell’s equations and the boundary conditions. Furthermore, for
the prism-coupled MCWG the total reflectance can be calculated from Fresnell’s reflection laws.
The MCWG structure is a four-layer structure while the dielectric waveguide structures described
in chapters 2 and 3 are three-layer structures and thus the waveguide equation Eq. (2.2) and the
equation describing the Fresnell reflection of a layered structure Eq. (4.7) has to be expanded to
include a four-layer waveguide structure and a possible adlayer.
The waveguide mode equation for the MCWG is derived similar to the waveguide mode equation
for the dielectric waveguide from the solution ansatz 
 for the electromagnetic field in the four-
layered structure based on the fields in the individual layers represented by plane waves with
amplitudes A
I
and B
I
(I = C ,M , F , C) for the up- and down-going waves, respectively, see Fig.
4.3.
Figure 4.3. The amplitudes of electromagnetic field in a four-layered structure with a waveguide film of
thickness d
F
and metal layer thickness of d
M
organized along the z-axis.
The solution ansatz 
 for the four-layered structure is given by:

 =
2
6
6
6
6
4
B
S
exp[ ik
z;S
z] exp[ik
x
x  i!t) (in the substrate)
(A
M
exp[ik
z;M
z] +B
F
exp[ ik
z;M
z]) exp[ik
x
x  i!t) (in the metal);
(A
F
exp[ik
z;F
z] +B
F
exp[ ik
z;F
z]) exp[ik
x
x  i!t) (in the film);
A
C
exp[ik
z;C
z] exp[ik
x
x  i!t) (in the cover)
3
7
7
7
7
5
; (4.2)
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Applying the boundary conditions for the TE and TM polarized light six equations for each polar-
ization are obtained and can be written in the form:
A

 = 0; (4.3)
where  = (B
S
, A
M
, B
M
, A
F
, B
F
, A
C
) and A

is given by:
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;
(4.4)
where 
IJ
= k
z;I
d
J
and k
z;I
is written as k
I
.
The determinant of A

is set equal to zero to obtain non-trivial solutions. The resulting equation
is exactly identical to the one found from the ray-tracing approach and is restated here:
2m = 
S
+ 
F;C
+ 
F;M;S
;

S
= 2k
z;F
d
F
;

F;C
= 2 tan
 1

i

n
F
n
C

2
(
k
z;C
k
z;F
)

;

F;M;S
= 2 tan
 1
h
i

1 r
FM
1+r
FM

1 r
MS
exp[i2k
z;M
d
M
]
1+r
MS
exp[i2k
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d
M
]
i
;
k
z;I
= k
q
n
2
I
 N
2
m
:
(4.5)
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From the mode equation above (Eq. (4.5)) N
m
= N
0
m
+ iN
00
m
due to the complex value of the RI
of the metal n2
M
= 
M
= 
0
M
+ i
00
M
. In Fig. 4.4 N 0
m
vs. film thickness is calculated for a silver-
and a gold-MCWG, for TE and TM polarized light and for m = 0  2.
Figure 4.4. Calculated N 0
m
for a MCWG with silver cladding(a) and with gold cladding(b) for TE and TM
polarized light. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.59, n
C
= 1.33, n
M
= 0.065 + i4 (silver)
and n
M
= 0.15 + i3.2 (gold). The metal thicknesses of the waveguide structures are: d
M
= 56 (TM, silver),
d
M
= 43 (TE, silver), d
M
= 52 (TM, gold) and d
M
= 40 (TE, gold). The squares indicate the film cutoff
thicknesses for the different modes.
For the waveguide modes the value of N0
m
is in the range between n
C
and n
F
, starting at n
C
and
increasing towards n
F
for increasing film thickness. The film thickness at which N
m
= n
C
is the
cutoff film thickness indicated with squares in Fig. 4.4. The TM
0
mode which is the SPR-mode
can be excited for very thin film thicknesses for both the silver- and gold-MCWG.
The mode equation for the four-layer MCWG structure can be extended to include an adlayer on
the sensor surface by including the following expression to the 4-layer waveguide mode equation
in Eq. (4.5):[19]

d
A
= k
q
n
2
F
 N
2
m
2
6
4
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A

n
2
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  n
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2
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2
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  1
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2
+
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F

2
  1
1
C
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
3
7
5
; (4.6)
N
m
can be determined indirectly from the position of the dip in the reflectance spectrum compris-
ing a sensorgram measured from the MCWG sensor configuration. In general, the total reflectance
from a layered structure can be calculated using Fresnell’s reflection laws. For a three-layered
structure of layers 1, 2 and 3 for which the lower(1) and upper(3) media are considered semi-
infinite the reflectance is given by:[69]
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Here, r
IJ
is the amplitude reflection coefficient between layers I and J , k
z;I
the normal wavevec-
tor component along z in medium I , n
I
the RI of medium I ,  the light wavelength in vacuum
and  is the polarization index that equals 0 for TE and 1 for TM polarized light
The reflectance from a four-layered structure can be calculated by expanding Eq. (4.7) to include
a fourth layer. Replacing the reflection coefficient between layers 2 and 3 r
23
by the reflection
coefficient r
234
and by using the appropriate indices for the layers, the reflectance from the four-
layer MCWG structure is given by:
R
SMFC
= jr
SMFC
j
2
=




r
SM
+ r
MFC
exp[i2k
z;M
d
M
]
1 + r
SM
r
MFC
exp[i2k
z;M
d
M
]




2
; (4.8)
where r
MFC
has the same form as r
123
in Eq. (4.7) with appropriate indices. Hence, by continuing
this recursive procedure the reflectance for an arbitrary number of layers can be found, thus an
adlayer can be included by adding an additional layer in Eq. (4.8). The sensorgrams in Fig. 4.2
are calculated from Eq. (4.8).
Based on Eq. (4.8) the Fresnell reflectance of a MCWG with a silver cladding is plotted in Fig.
4.5 versus N for two film thicknesses d
F
= 0 nm and d
F
= 350 nm.
Figure 4.5. Calculated Fresnell reflectance for TE and TM polarized light ( = 632.8 nm) from a MCWG
with silver cladding. The refractive indices and thicknesses used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
C
= 1.33, n
M
= 0.065
+ i4 (silver), d
M
= 50 nm, d
F
= 0 nm and 350 nm.
In the absence of a film and for TM polarized light a dip in reflectance appears, this configuration is
the SPR-configuration and thus the dip represents the SPR-mode. On the contrary, no reflectance
dip appears for the TE polarized light in the absence of a film. However, applying a 350 nm
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thick film on top of the metal layer, a much sharper dip is obtained for the TM polarized light and
moreover, when the film is applied a very sharp dip appears for the TE polarized case too. The
positions of the reflectance dips inN correspond to the mode resonances calculated from Eq. (4.5)
for the following parameters:
d
F
m  N
m
comment
0 0 0 (TE) - -
0 0 1 (TM) 1.41 SPR mode
350 nm 0 0 (TE) 1.46 TE Waveguide mode
350 nm 1 1 (TM) 1.36 TM Waveguide mode
Table 4.1. Parameters for the waveguide modes mentioned in connection with Fig. 4.5
The modes arising when the 350 nm film is applied are waveguide modes TM(m = 1) and
TE(m = 0). A SPR mode arises for the MCWG structure in the absence of a film when TM
polarized light is incident on the structure. The waveguide modes are much sharper than the SPR-
mode which is usually an advantage for determining the exact resonant angle.
Surface plasmons are TM waves which propagate along a metal/dielectric interface and surface
plasmons can only be excited by TM polarized light incident on the interface. The propagating
electromagnetic field at the metal/dielectric boundary is evanescent in both the dielectric and the
metal layer.
In the MCWG-structure the metal/film boundary do support a surface plasmon for certain film RIs
and this implies that a SPR-mode is generated here. However, the SPR-mode has a penetration
depth limited to a few hundred nanometers and due to the waveguide film the SPR will only sense
the RI of the waveguide film, when the film thickness is larger than the SPR penetration depth,
hence the SPR-mode cannot be used for sensing purposes in the MCWG-structure. Thus, the term
coupled-plasmon waveguide resonator used by Salamon et al for the structure is actually incorrect
as the structure do support waveguide modes and the sensing feature of the dip-type MCWG is
exactly the excitation af waveguide modes in a dielectric layer of the structure.
Why is the MCWG interesting for sensing purposes?
From Fig. 4.4 it is seen that N
m
= n
C
at cutoff film thickness, which results in an infinite
penetration depth in the cover for this film thickness as d
P;C
= Im[k 1
z;C
] = k 1
q
N
2
m
  n
2
C
 1
.
The waveguide character of the MCWG gives the possibility of tuning the cover penetration depth
by adjusting the film thickness, which is also seen from the expression for d
P;C
which decreases
with N
m
and from Fig. 4.4 it is seen that N0
m
increases with d
F
.
Which parameters are important for designing the dip-type MCWG?
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When designing the MCWG sensor it is important to consider the purpose of the sensor; Should
it be used for adlayer measurements or RI measurements? Moreover, the MCWG-chip includes
three different materials, the substrate, the film and the metal cladding, where the RI of all three
layers and the thicknesses of the film and the metal cladding influence on the optimum design for
a specific sensing purpose. In the following the SPR-mode is also included for comparison of the
sensitivity of the MCWG sensor.
For MCWGs several metals can be used for the metal-cladding, however for this configuration
we have limited the study to include silver and gold claddings. The use of other metals will be
discussed in the next chapter. For future reference to specify which metal is used for the cladding
the metal symbol will be added to the MCWG-abbreviation, e.g. a MCWG with a silver cladding
will be referred to as Ag-MCWG and with gold cladding Au-MCWG. The dielectric constants
used for the metals are taken from reference [55]: 
M
(Au) = -10.22 + i0.96 and 
M
(Ag) = -16 +
i0.52.
To explore the sensorgrams and the influence of the different layers of the MCWG a contour plot
of the reflectance versus angle of incidence and metal thickness is calculated in Fig. 4.6 for five
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different values of the film thickness. The contour plots are calculated from Eq. (4.8) for a Ag-
and a Au-MCWG with both TE and TM polarized light.
Figure 4.6. Contour plots of reflectance from Ag- and Au-MCWGs with a polystyrene film (n
F
= 1.59), a
glass substrate (n
S
= 1.517) and a cover medium of n
C
= 1.33. The contour lines represent reflectance, R
= 0.5 and the numbers at the contours represent the film thickness in nanometers. The contours appearing
for d
F
= 0 represent SPR dips. (a) silver-cladding, TE-polarization, (b) gold-cladding, TE-polarization,
(c) silver-cladding, TM-polarization and (d) gold-cladding, TM-polarization.
In Fig. 4.6 no contour line for d
F
= 0 (SPR-configuration) appears for TE polarized light due to
the characteristics of the surface plasmon.
From Figs. 4.6(c) and (d) (TM-polarization) it is seen that the angular position of the dip shifts
nearly linearly with film thickness from d
F
= 350 nm to d
F
= 650 nm. From Figs. 4.6(a) and (b)
(TE-polarization) the angular position of the dip shifts for an increase of d
F
= 350 nm to d
F
=
450 nm and again for d
F
= 550 nm increased to d
F
= 650 nm. The metal thickness does not affect
the angular position much, but rather shows an optimum in terms of depth of the dip at around
30 nm for the TE-polarization and around 50 nm for the TM-polarization for both silver and gold
claddings. In comparison, the contours for the SPR dips (d
F
= 0) are plotted in the case of TM
polarized light, showing broad dips and a dependence on d
M
similar to that of the waveguide dips.
For the following study of optimization of the MCWG sensor the four-layer waveguide equation in
Eq. (4.5) is used from which N
m
is found, where N
m
= N
0
m
+ iN
00
m
due to the complex dielectric
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function of the metal. In that connection it is interesting to compare the solutions of the Fresnell
reflection and the solutions from the mode equation in Eq. (4.5).
In Fig. 4.7 N 0
m
calculated from Eq. (4.5) is plotted (squares) together with the contour lines from
Fig. 4.6. It is seen that the reflection dips appear when N of the incident light equals N0
m
of the
mode resonance. Here, the same independence of the metal thickness is observed. It is also seen,
that N 0
m
approaches asymptotically a constant value when d
M
exceeds 30-40 nm. This constant
value is identical to the solution for N0
m
obtained for the three-layer waveguide structure when the
metal-layer is considered infinit. These solutions are illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7. Calculated N 0
m
values (filled squares) for varying metal thickness of Ag- and Au-MCWGs ob-
tained from the four-layer mode equation, Eq. (4.5). The contours are taken from Fig. 4.6 and the N 0
m
values represented by dotted lines are calculated from the three-layer mode equation, Eq. (2.2) for waveg-
uides with metal-substrate and mode order m. (a) silver-cladding, TE-polarization, (b) gold-cladding,
TE-polarization, (c) silver-cladding, TM-polarization and (d) gold-cladding, TM-polarization.
From Fig. 4.7 it appears that for the four-layer MCWG the three- and four-layer waveguide equa-
tions and the position of the dip in reflectance calculated from the Fresnell reflection results in the
same solution for N0
m
when d
M
exceeds 30-40 nm. This means that the substrate has practically
no influence on the electromagnetic field in the waveguide above that metal thickness. As a result,
when optimizing the MCWG sensor geometry the three-layer expressions for the cover RI sensi-
tivity and adlayer sensitivity in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) derived by Tiefenthaler and Lukosz can be
used for these metal thicknesses, though keeping in mind the complex nature of N
m
:
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Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 4.7 that the angular shift in dip position in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b)
due to a change in d
F
from 450 nm to 550 nm occurs because the waveguide mode TE
1
is excited
when d
F
is increased.
Is the type of metal and metal thickness not important?
The choice of metal and the thickness of the metal layer is important for the shape of the reflectance
dip. In Fig. 4.8 calculated sensorgrams from Ag-MCWGs (a) and Au-MCWGs (b) with three
different thicknesses of the metal cladding are shown.
Figure 4.8. Reflectance spectra from Ag-MCWGs (a) and Au-MCWGs (b) with three different metal thick-
nesses d
M
= 40 nm, 60 nm and 80 nm using TM polarized light. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
C
= 1.33, n
F
= 1.59, d
F
= 350 nm, n
M
= 0.065 + i4 (silver) and n
M
= 0.15 + i3.2 (gold).
For both the Ag-MCWG and the Au-MCWG the position of the reflectance dip does not change
with metal thickness, but the shape of the dip changes. At a metal thickness of 60 nm the re-
flectance approaches zero, when increasing d
M
the minimum reflectance increases but the shape
of the dip is more or less the same - the full-width-half-max (FWHM) is practically the same.
Decreasing d
M
also increases the minimum reflectance and the dip becomes broader (the FWHM
increases). Thus the most notable dip in the sensorgram is obtained for the metal thickness re-
sulting in a reflectance of zero and this thickness can be defined as the optimum metal thickness.
Furthermore, it is seen from the sensorgrams that the reflectance dip from a Au-MCWG is broader
than the dip for the Ag-MCWG.
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From the literature it is known[18; 70] that the imaginary part of the metal permittivity 00
M
is
responsible for the losses in MCWGs and thus it can be expected that sharp resonances (sharp
dips) arise for MCWGs with small values of 00
M
and that the dips become less sharp when 00
M
is
increased which is the case observed in Fig. 4.8, where 00
M
(Au) > 00
M
(Ag).
To explore the previous result of applying the three-layer mode equation to the MCWG-structure
the reflectance minimum of a silver and gold MCWG is plotted versus film and metal thickness
for 3 film RIs (a) 1.45, (b) 1.59 and (c) 1.75, see Fig. 4.9. The resonances are referred to as TM-
SPR-AG for resonant mode excited with TM polarized light, surface resonance mode and silver
cladding. WG refer to the waveguide modes.
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Figure 4.9. Calculated optimum metal thickness for a given film thickness where the Fresnell reflection is a
minimum. The waveguide consists of a glass substrate (S), a metal layer (M ), a waveguide film (F ) and
cover (C) with refractive indices: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065+i4 (silver), n
M
= 0.15+i0.32 (gold), n
C
=
1.33 and three RIs of the waveguide film (a) n
F
= 1.45, (b) n
F
= 1.59 and (c) n
F
= 1.75.
It is seen that the optimum metal thickness for the SPR-modes drops rapidly with the film thick-
ness, whereas the waveguide modes exhibit a weaker dependence. Another interesting feature is
that the optimum metal thicknesses at cutoff are independent on the film RI. This reconfirms the
use of the three-layer mode equation for sensitivity calculations.
What is the influence of the WG-film?
The thickness of the waveguide film has a big influence on the angular position of the resonant
dip as seen from Fig. 4.7. Moreover, it is seen from Fig. 4.9 that both the RI and thickness
of the waveguide film influence the waveguide modes of the MCWGs. It is seen that the cutoff
film thickness, which is the thinnest film at which a given mode can be excited in the waveguide,
changes with n
F
. Decreasing n
F
increases the cutoff thickness, and the RI of the waveguide film
can be said to squeeze the sensorgram in angles.
The influence of the waveguide film thickness on the sensitivity is explored in Fig. 4.10 where the
cover RI sensitivities and adlayer sensitivities calculated from Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) are plotted
against film thickness for both TE and TM polarized light, for SPR and waveguide modes, and for
silver and gold substrates. From Fig. 4.10(a) it is seen that the maximum cover RI sensitivities
of 1 for the MCWG are achieved at the cut-off film thickness and decrease with increasing film
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thickness. The maximum adlayer sensitivity for the MCWG is on the other hand obtained at a
film thickness around 50 nm thicker than the cut-off film thickness; this is in line with sensitivities
calculated for the reverse symmetry waveguide.
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Figure 4.10. Calculated cover RI sensitivities @N=@n
C
(a) and adlayer sensitivities @N=@d
A
(b) for sil-
ver and gold substrate MCWG using following parameters: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065+i4 (silver), n
M
=
0.15+i0.32 (gold), n
C
= 1.33, n
F
= 1.59 and for the adlayer in (b) n
A
= 1.5.
However, it is seen from Fig. 4.10(a) that a cover index sensitivity of up to 1.3 can be achieved for
the TM-SPR-AU mode without film, which is slightly above the maximum waveguide sensitivities
of 1. Similarly, in Fig. 4.10(b) it is seen that the maximum adlayer sensitivity is obtained for
the TM-SPR-AU mode showing 4-5 times higher sensitivity than the maximum MCWG mode
sensitivities. Interestingly, the highest sensitivities for the SPR modes are found when a very thin
film of 20-40 nm is applied.
Figure 4.11. Calculated cover penetration depth for silver and gold substrate MCWG using the same pa-
rameters as in Fig. 4.10.
In Fig. 4.11 the penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover Im[k
z;C
]
 1
, is calculated
versus film thickness. It is seen that the penetration depths of the waveguide modes are infinite at
the cutoff points, thus the calculated penetration depths offer a logical explanation for the adlayer
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and cover RI sensitivities. For a high penetration depth of the evanescent field a thin adlayer will
not contribute significantly to the average sensed RI of the cover medium. Increasing the film
thickness and thus decreasing the penetration depth results in increased influence of the adlayer
on the sensed cover medium.
The penetration depth of the waveguide modes are quite different from the SPR modes, where the
penetration depths are limited to a depth of 200 nm. This means that the MCWGs are well suited
for the detection of larger biological objects such as bacteria and eukaryotic cells. These features
are similar to those of the reverse symmetry waveguide.
The findings in Fig. 4.10 are nicely confirmed in Fig. 4.12, where pairs of reflectance curves
illustrate the shifts in dip position due to small changes in n
C
and d
A
, respectively. Indeed,
the shifts of the SPR modes exceed those of the WG modes. However, Fig. 4.12 also reveal
another important sensor issue, namely that the width of the dips are much larger for the SPR
modes compared with the waveguide dips [note: different angular scales]. This feature is just as
important in optimizing the waveguide sensor. Finally, as described earlier also the depth of the
dip which is dependent on the metal thickness is an important parameter.
Figure 4.12. Calculated Fresnell reflectance off a 50 nm Ag-MCWG for the TM-SPR and the TE-WG mode
to illustrated the change in angular position of the reflectance dip due to a change in n
C
(a) and d
A
(b)
[note: different angular scales]. The parameters used are the same as for the Ag-MCWG in Fig. 4.10 but
with a substrate of n
S
= 1.517. For the adlayer n
A
= 1.5, d
A
= 0 nm and d
A
= 1 nm are used.
Based on Fig. 4.12, we now plot new sensitivity curves, this time normalized by the FWHM of the
reflectance dip and for every film thickness ensuring that the optimum metal thickness from Fig.
4.9 is used. The results are shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 representing the normalized cover-RI and
adlayer sensitivities, respectively. What is found is that both the normalized cover-RI sensitivity
and adlayer sensitivity for the waveguide modes are highest at cutoff film thickness and for the
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SPR modes the sensitivities are largest when no film is applied. This is contrary to the adlayer
sensitivities calculated in Fig. 4.10(b), where the FWHM of the dips were not considered.
Figure 4.13. Calculated normalized cover RI sensitivity for silver and gold cladded waveguides with three
different RIs of the film using the Fresnell reflection coefficients taking into consideration the FWHM of the
dips. The RIs used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
C
= 1.33, n
M
= 0.065 + i4 (silver) and n
M
0.15+i3.2 (gold).
Figure 4.14. Calculated normalized adlayer sensitivity for silver and gold cladded waveguides with three
different RIs of the film using the Fresnell reflection coefficients taking into consideration the FWHM of the
dips. The RIs used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
C
= 1.33, n
M
= 0.065 + i4 (silver) and n
M
0.15+i3.2 (gold).
Generally, it is possible to achieve both a higher normalized cover RI and adlayer sensitivity for
the waveguide modes than for the SPR modes. In Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 it is seen, that the normalized
sensitivity of the waveguide modes are highly dependent on the film RI, in the case of low film
RI the normalized cover-RI sensitivity of the waveguide modes are higher than that of the SPR
modes over a wide range of film thicknesses, while for high RI film the normalized cover RI
sensitivity of the waveguide modes decreases very rapidly and falls below that of the SPR modes
when the film thickness is 30-40 nm above cutoff thickness (for n
F
= 1.75). For the normalized
adlayer sensitivity for low film RI the waveguide modes have a higher sensitivity than the SPR
modes over the entire range of film thickness shown in Fig. 4.14(a). Increasing the film RI the
normalized sensitivity of the waveguide modes at cutoff film thickness decreases and approaches
the sensitivity of the SPR modes.
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To obtain both a large normalized cover-RI and adlayer sensitivity for the waveguide modes a low
RI film should be chosen. In this case the normalized sensitivity of the waveguide modes can be
improved 10 times compared to that of the SPR.
When the light is only reflected at one boundary, is it possible to have a waveguide mode?
A waveguide mode is characterized by constructive interference in the waveguide film of the
reflected light at the boundaries back into the film resulting in a profile of the guided field with at
least one maximum in field intensity in the film. Thus a waveguide mode can arise even with light
being normally reflected, these waveguide modes are referred to as leaky waveguide modes. For
the MCWG the profile of the electromagnetic field can be calculated in line with the procedure for
calculating the mode profile for the dielectric waveguide. However, for the MCWG the incident
light is applied in the substrate and thus the solution ansatz 
 for the four-layer MCWG in Eq.
(4.4) is extended to include an incident field in the substrate with amplitude A
S
= 1.
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where 
IJ
= k
z;I
d
J
and k
z;I
is written as k
I
.
Figure 4.15. Profile of the electromagnetic field propagating in a Ag-MCWG at resonant angle (solid line)
and at an angle off resonance 
S
= 65 deg (dashed line) for TE (a) and TM (b) polarized light. The
parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4, n
F
= 1.59 and n
C
= 1.33. The film and metal
thicknesses of the configurations are: (a) d
M
= 43 nm, d
F
= 200 nm and (b) d
M
= 56 nm, d
F
= 340 nm.
The mode profile in Fig. 4.15(a) for TE polarized light at resonant angle 
m
shows that a wave-
guide mode is obtained in the waveguide film and a large evanescent field extends into the cover.
The field is strongly damped through the metal layer, resulting in a field amplitude in the substrate
basically equal to one which is the field amplitude of the incident light and thus a reflectance from
the structure that is basically zero. For an angle of the incident light off resonance angle 
S
= 65
deg, for which the reflectance from the sensorgram is close to one, the field profile in the structure
is calculated showing a field amplitude in the substrate changing from 0 to 2 due to interference
of the incident light and reflected light at the substrate/metal interface showing that the major part
of the incident field with amplitude one is reflected back into the substrate at the substrate/metal
interface. A small part of the light is transmitted to the film where a small evanescent field arises
in the cover due to TIR.
For the TM polarized case in Fig. 4.15(b) the electromagnetic field is also calculated at resonant
angle and at an angle off resonance 
S
= 65 deg. For the TM polarized light m = 1 for the film
thickness, d
F
= 340 nm and a field with two max amplitudes arises in line with the field amplitude
for m = 1 in a dielectric waveguide. As for the TE polarized case a large evanescent field arises
in the cover and the field in the metal layer is strongly damped through the metal layer away from
the film/metal interface through the metal resulting in a small part of the field leaking into the
substrate and a reflectance from the substrate/metal interface which is basically zero. At the angle
off resonance the major part of the incident light is reflected and as seen from the TE polarized
case, the part of the light transmitted into the metal is strongly damped through the metal but
with a part of the field coupling to the metal/film boundary and into the film resulting in a small
evanescent field extending into the cover medium.
Is the detection range limited?
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The detection range of the dip-MCWG is limited due to the change in critical angle 
Critical
,
which changes with n
C
. The change in 
Critical
is larger than the change in the dip position which
the result that when n
C
is increased to a given value a waveguide mode can no longer be excited.
In Fig. 4.16 the reflectance curves from a Ag-MCWG with a film thickness larger than the cutoff
film thickness is plotted for changes in n
C
from 1.33 up to 1.41.
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Figure 4.16. Sensorgrams from a Ag-MCWG with five different cover RIs with incident TM polarized light
and  = 632.8 nm. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4, d
M
= 56 nm, n
F
= 1.59, d
F
= 340 nm and cover RIs n
C
= 1.33, 1.35, 1.37, 1.39 and 1.41.
From Fig. 4.16 it is seen that for n
C
= 1.41 the critical angle and the resonant dip are barely
separated and the limiting parameter of the detection range is the thickness of the waveguide film.
However, it should be remembered that the penetration depth (Fig. 4.11) changes depending on
d
F
and thus a trade off between detection range and d
P;C
exists when designing the MCWG.
Can the sensor be used for detection of both gasses and aqueous solutions?
The fields of application for the dip-type MCWG include measurements of gases as well as aque-
ous solutions by adjusting the film thickness. In that connection it should be noted that the upper
detection limit is given by n
S
. In Fig. 4.17 the cover penetration depth is calculated vs. n
C
for
five different film thicknesses for a Ag-MCWG with incident TE (a) and TM (b) polarized light,
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where no waveguide mode can be excited for TE polarized light for a configuration with d
F
= 0
nm.
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Figure 4.17. Cover penetration depth for a Ag-MCWG with five different film thicknesses vs. n
C
for incident
TE (a) and TM (b) polarized light with  = 632 nm. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 +
i4 (Ag), n
F
= 1.59 and metal thicknesses d
M
= 43 nm (a) and d
M
= 56 nm (b).
From Fig. 4.17 it is seen that the penetration depth increases with n
C
. This is due to the different
rates of increase of the angular position of the critical angle and of 
m
. The position of the
critical angle changes with the highest rate of the two, resulting in the cutoff film thickness being
increased. Thus the film thickness should be chosen according to the RI of the cover medium to be
measured and in consideration of the purpose of the measurements. The penetration depth should
be increased for detection of micronscale biological objects and for RI measurements of solutions,
while for thin adlayers the penetration depth should be limited to the adlayer thickness.
The cover RI and adlayer sensitivities are calculated vs. n
C
in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19, respectively
for the same MCWG configurations as used for the d
P;C
calculations shown in Fig. 4.17 and for
TE and TM polarization.
Figure 4.18. Cover RI sensitivity for a Ag-MCWG with five different film thicknesses vs. n
C
for incident TE
(a) and TM (b) polarized light with  = 632 nm. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4,
n
F
= 1.59 and metal thicknesses d
M
= 43 nm (a) and d
M
= 56 nm (b).
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Figure 4.19. Adlayer sensitivity for a Ag-MCWG with five different film thicknesses vs. n
C
for incident TE
(a) and TM (b) polarized light with  = 632 nm. The parameters used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4,
n
F
= 1.59, metal thicknesses d
M
= 43 nm (a)andd
M
= 56 nm (b) and for the adlayer (b) n
A
= 1.5 and d
A
= 1 nm have been used.
The sensitivities in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 are not normalized with the FWHM but they illustrate
that the optimum film thickness of the MCWG configuration differs for adlayer and cover RI
measurements. An increase in the film thickness expands the detection range with a cover RI
sensitivity @N
m
=@n
C
= 1 for the maximum n
C
of the detection range and decreasing sensitivity
with decreasing n
C
. Contrary, the adlayer sensitivity @N
m
=@d
A
= 0 for the maximum n
C
of
the detection range and increases with decreasing n
C
. Due to the change in penetration depth
with n
C
the adlayer has the maximum influence on N
m
for small values of n
C
due to the smaller
penetration depth.
For which detection purposes are the application of the MCWG an advantage?
The advantage of the MCWG is that an infinite cover penetration depth can be achieved at the
cutoff film thickness and thus the sensor becomes suitable for detection of micronscale biological
objects as cells and bacteria. However, the cover penetration depth can be tuned by adjusting
the film thickness and thus the MCWG can also be applied for measurements of thinner adlayer
thicknesses, with a normalized adlayer sensitivity of the MCWG that exceeds the normalized
adlayer sensitivity of the SPR sensor.
4.1 Discussion
The sensor properties of the dip-MCWG can be optimized in terms of achieving the largest shift
in the reflectance dip vs. FWHM of the dip. To achieve this, it is not sufficient to consider the
usual sensitivity parameters (cover RI sensitivity) and (adlayer sensitivity), as these do not take
into account the shape of the sensorgram (dip shape). Instead, our optimization procedure is based
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simply on Fresnell’s reflection law for the four-layer structure (substrate-metal-film-cover) from
which the dip-angle-change per dip-width to the change in cover-RI or adlayer thickness can be
deduced directly.
If the dip shape is not taken into account, the surface-plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor (equivalent
to MCWG sensor without dielectric film) generally exhibits the largest sensitivity, but taking into
account the width of the dip, there is a clear benefit of applying a waveguide film on top of
the metal layer, simply because of the much narrower waveguide dip. These benefits apply to
refractometry applications (cover RI measurements) as well as adlayer detection.
With respect to adlayer detection, which is the most interesting for biosensing applications, the
main experiences gained from our investigations of optimized sensitivity can be summarized as
follows:
 The film RI should be as low as possible.
 The optimum film thickness is close to the mode’s cutoff thickness.
 Silver cladding is preferable to gold-cladding, mainly due to a narrower dip.
 The optimum metal layer thickness does not depend on the film RI. For a light wavelength
of 632.8 nm and optimum film thickness they are 56, 53, 44, and 40 nm for TM-silver,
TM-gold, TE-silver, and TE-gold modes, respectively.
 The dependence on substrate RI is practically non-existing, because at optimum metal thick-
nesses the mode’s evanescent field is vanishing in the substrate.
 As opposed to SPR detection, the dip-MCWG detection has the possibility of utilizing both
TE and TM polarized light, however, the largest adlayer sensitivity is obtained for TE po-
larized light.
 For a film RI of 1.45 the sensitivity improvement compared with Ag-SPR sensing is approx-
imately a factor of 6.
The dip-type MCWG can be tuned to obtain either a low or a high penetration depth by adjusting
the film parameters and thus the sensor can be used for measurements on both thin adlayer and
micronscale objects. The sensor can be operated in multimode operation or supporting both a
TE- and TM-mode resulting in modes with different penetration depths in the cover, giving a
sensor that can measure at different depths in the cover medium. Thus the MCWG has the same
advantages as the reverse symmetry dielectric waveguide. Contrarily, for the SPR sensor it is not
possible to tune the penetration depth, which basically is fixed over the whole detection range and
does not change significantly between a silver- and a gold-cladding.
It should finally be noted that the MCWG offers an additional advantage to the SPR-device as the
waveguide film provides a chemical and mechanical shield to the metal layer.
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Metal-clad peak-type waveguide sensors - Theory
Metal-clad waveguides (MCWGs) were introduced in the previous chapter. MCWGs can be con-
figured in two ways related to two different modes of operation: A dip-type operation which
was described in the previous chapter (dip-type MCWG) and a peak-type operation (peak-type
MCWG) which is introduced in this chapter.
The peak-type MCWG was introduced in the literature in 2003 by Zourob et al [27] as a metal
clad leaky waveguide sensor (MCLW) for chemical and biosensing applications. The group has
used this sensor for detection of protein layers and bacteria on the sensor surface and applied the
sensor for RI-measurements of aqueous solutions,[27; 28; 71; 72] and shown the sensor’s potential
for detection of micronscale objects on the sensor surface.
However, the group has only presented a few configurations of the sensor and no theoretical study
of the impact of the various parameters involved in the sensor configuration has been made. Due
to the fact that the sensor has potential for detection of micronscale objects, we have conducted
a thorough study of the sensor configuration with the aim of optimizing the sensor for deep-
probe measurements. In this chapter the sensor operation will be presented along with a thorough
discussion of the parameters influencing the sensor performance.
The basic properties described for the dip-type MCWG also apply for the peak-type MCWG and
thus references to the previous chapter will occur frequently.
What is the configuration of the peak-type MCWG?
The configuration of the peak-type MCWG is the same as for the dip-type MCWG comprising a
four-layer planar structure of a substrate (S), a metal layer (M ), a waveguide film (F ), and a cover
medium (C), see Fig. 5.1(a). However, the metal to be used for the metal layer should (I) have a
dielectric constant (
M
= 
0
M
+ i
00
M
) for which the imaginary part 00
M
has a high value and (II)
the metal thickness should be about an order of magnitude smaller.
What is the sensing principle?
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The peak-type MCWG is operated in reflection mode and a prism-coupled setup illustrated in
Fig. 5.1(a) is used, exactly like the setup used for the dip-type MCWG. However, the measured
sensorgram of reflectance vs. angle 
S
or N shows a peak in reflectance. In Fig. 5.1(b) the
sensorgrams from a peak-type MCWG are shown for cover medium RIs of n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
=
1.35.
Figure 5.1. Operation of a prism-coupled peak-type MCWG sensor in reflection-mode. The sensor is placed
on the prism and a cover medium is applied to a cuvette on top of the MCWG. (b) The sensorgrams from
the peak-type MCWG for TE polarized light ( = 632:8 nm) when n
C
is changed from 1.33 to 1.35. The
materials used are: Glass substrate (n
S
= 1.517), titanium for the metal layer (n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
=
5 nm) and a SiO
2
waveguide film (n
F
= 1.47, d
F
= 240 nm).
The angle and the effective RI N for which the peak arises will be referred to as 
m
and N
m
,
in line with the notation used for the previous sensors. From the sensorgrams it is seen that the
angular position of the peak 
m
or the value of N
m
for which the peak is observed changes when
n
C
is changed. The sensing principle for the peak-type MCWG is thus to detect the change in
peak position and thus, contrary to the dip-type MCWG where the sensing feature is a dip the
sensing feature for this MCWG is a peak, hence the illustrative names of the two types of sensors.
Why does the peak in reflectance appear?
The peak in reflectance is positioned exactly at the critical angle 
Critical
= arcsin(n
C
=n
S
), and
the peak arises due to two phenomena occurring: from the low angle side the reflectance increases
to 1 at N = n
C
(critical angle) due to TIR, whereas from the high angle side a broad resonance
drags the reflectance down to zero. Together this leaves a peak at 
S
= 
Critical
.
In Fig. 5.2 the calculated reflectance profile for a purely dielectric three-layer structure is shown
(squares, d
M
= 0). The structure comprises a glass substrate, a silica film and an aqueous cover
medium and TIR appears at the film/cover interface when the effective refractive index exceeds
the cover RI. Introduction of a 5 nm thin titanium layer with dielectric constant 
M
= 2:11+ i2:88
between the substrate and film changes the reflectance profile from the structure remarkably. The
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TIR line is replaced by a significant, broad dip in the reflectance. The dip in reflectance above the
critical angle arises due to excitation of a waveguide mode in the waveguide film.
Figure 5.2. Calculated reflectance from a waveguide with and without a metal layer. The light is TE polar-
ized, with wavelength  = 632.8 nm. The waveguide parameters are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, n
F
= 1.47 and n
C
= 1.33. The film and metal thicknesses are d
F
= 240 nm and d
M
= 5 nm.
From the literature it is known that the imaginary part of the metal permittivity 00
M
is responsible
for the losses in MCWGs and thus it can be expected that sharp resonances (sharp dips) arise for
MCWGs with small values of 00
M
and vice versa, which is also seen by comparison of the dips
from a Ag-MCWG and the Ti-MCWG in Figs. 4.8 and 5.2, respectively.
Can the peak-type MCWG be analyzed in the same way as the dip-type?
For the peak-MCWG it is not possible to conduct a theoretical optimization of the sensor configu-
ration in the same way as of the dip-type as the peak arising in the sensorgram is not a waveguide
mode but instead is a result of a waveguide mode being excited in the waveguide film at an angle
in the vicinity of the critical angle.
However, the parameters for the peak-type MCWG should be chosen according to which mea-
surements the sensor is applied for and also to optimize the shape of the peak for better detection
of the peak in the sensorgram for future automatic analysis of the sensorgram.
Even though there is a phenomenological difference in the sensing feature of the two types of
MCWGs the reflectance from the peak-type MCWG can be calculated using the Fresnell reflection
laws in the same ways as for the dip-type MCWG using Eq. 4:8.
What is the influence of the WG-film for this sensor?
The thickness of the waveguide film is important and should be above the cutoff film thickness
in order for a waveguide mode to be excited. In Fig. 5.3 the sensorgrams from a Ti-MCWG are
calculated for three different film RIs (a) and three different film thicknesses (b), respectively. The
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influence of the waveguide film for the peak-MCWG is the same as for the dip-MCWG, increasing
d
F
or n
F
increases the angular position of the resonant dip, as seen from Fig. 5.3. The important
criteria for the waveguide film is that the thickness is chosen above cutoff film thickness but still
thin enough to make sure that the critical angle appears within the range of the reflectance dip
to obtain the distinct peak, which is seen in Fig. 5.3(a) for n
F
= 1.51 and (b) for d
F
= 280 nm,
respectively, where the angular distance between the critical angle and the resonant angle of the
excited waveguide becomes too large and thus a "soft" peak appears rather than the sharp peak
observed for in the four other sensorgrams. The soft peak is not useful for the same sensing
operation as the sharp peak as it is the position of the peak at the critical angle which is the sensing
feature.
Figure 5.3. Sensorgrams from a Ti-MCWG for a three different film RIs n
F
(a) and for three different film
thicknesses d
F
(b). The parameters used are: (a) n
S
= 1.517, d
F
= 240 nm, d
M
= 5 nm, 
M
= 2.11 +
i2.88, n
C
= 1.33 and n
F
= 1.43, 1.47 and 1.51, (b) n
S
= 1.517, n
F
= 1.47 nm, d
M
= 5 nm, 
M
= 2.11 +
i2.88, n
C
= 1.33 and d
F
= 200 nm, 240 nm and 280 nm. TE polarized light with  = 632.8 nm is used.
What is the influence of the metal thickness?
The depth and width of the dip in reflectance due to excitation of a waveguide mode are dependent
on the thickness of the metal layer d
M
and the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of the
metal 00
M
. This was already seen from the sensorgrams in Fig. 4.8 from a Ag- and Au-MCWG
and by comparison with the reflectance from the Ti-MCWG in the previous figures. In Fig. 5.4
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the reflectance from a Ti-MCWG with three different metal thicknesses d
M
= 2nm, 5 nm and 10
nm, respectively, are shown.
Figure 5.4. Reflectance spectra from a TI-MCWG with three different metal thicknesses. The parameters
used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
C
= 1.33, n
F
= 1.47, d
F
= 240 nm, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
= 2 nm, 5 nm and 10
nm. TE polarized light with  = 632.8 nm is used.
The position of the minimum reflectance from the Ti-MCWG is strongly influenced by the metal
thickness, but similarly to the dip-type MCWG the reflectance minimum approaches zero for a
given d
M
(d
M
= 5 nm for the configuration used in Fig. 5.2) but rises to a higher value when d
M
is either increased or decreased from this value. However, the intensity and position of the peak in
the reflectance spectra do not change, as the critical angle is only influenced by n
C
and n
S
Similar to the dip-MCWG I define the optimum metal thickness for the peak-MCWG to be that
thickness for which the reflectance dip is a minimum in order to obtain a relatively sharp peak in
reflectance with a maximum difference in reflectance for the peak and dip.
To further explore the influence of the metal on the MCWGs the optimum metal thickness is
plotted versus 00
M
in Fig. 5.5 for different metals using a waveguide film with n
F
= 1.47, with
a film thickness just above cutoff film thickness, which means that d
F
is varied for each of the
configurations in order to ensure that a waveguide mode is excited in the waveguide film at an
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angle relative close to the critical angle. The optimum metal thickness is plotted for both TM- and
TE-polarized light in Fig. 5.5(a) and Fig. 5.5(b), respectively.
Figure 5.5. Calculated optimum metal thickness (giving zero dip reflectance) for the MCWG for different
metals and with a waveguide film of n
F
= 1.47 and d
F
just above cutoff, (a) TM-polarized light and (b)
TE-polarized light.
The parameters used for the different configurations are listed in table 5.1 below:
Metal 
M
d
F
(TM) d
F
(TE)
Silver -16 + i0.52 410 nm 251 nm
Gold -10.22 + i0.96 390 nm 244 nm
Copper -10.42 + i1.75 393 nm 241 nm
Titanium -3.84 + i12.15 420 nm 254 nm
Nickel -9.64 + i14.02 427 nm 248 nm
Platinum -11.54 + i18.86 440 nm 252 nm
Iron -3.17 + i19.15 446 nm 263 nm
Aluminum -54.26 + i19.45 460 nm 253 nm
Chromium -6.9 + i30.35 463 nm 264 nm
Table 5.1. Parameters used for calculations shown in Fig. 5.5
It is seen that the optimum metal thickness and the operation-mode of the MCWG is depen-
dent on 00
M
. The optimum metal thickness in Fig. 5.5 approximately follows a line given by:
d
M;Optimum
_ (
00
M
)
 C with C  2=3 and C  1=3 for TM- and TE-polarized light, respec-
tively.
Is it possible to use the same chip for TE- and TM-polarization?
It is not possible to measure with both TE- and TM-polarized light with the same chip. First of all
it would not contribute to further information as the critical angle is given by the substrate RI and
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the cover RI, and thus the peak for both polarizations will be at the exact same angular position
and the same shift due to a change in n
C
will appear. Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 5.5 that
the optimum metal thicknesses for the two polarizations are greatly separated, but also the film
thickness for which the peak arises are widely separated for the two polarizations, see the d
F
in
the table above. Thus the sensor can only be used for single mode operation like the SPR-sensor.
Is the detection range limited?
Similar to the dip-MCWG the detection range for the peak-MCWG is limited due to the change
in angular position of the critical angle with n
C
while the resonant dip changes with a lower rate.
In Fig. 5.6 calculated sensorgrams are plotted for a Ti-MCWG for changes in n
C
from 1.33 to
1.41 using a film thickness and film RI for which a peak with optimal reflectance is obtained for a
cover RI n
C
= 1.33.
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Figure 5.6. Sensorgrams from a Ti-MCWG for five different cover RIs n
C
. The parameters used are: n
S
=
1.517, d
F
= 240 nm, d
M
= 5 nm, 
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, n
C
= 1.33, 1.35, 1.37, 1.39 and 1.41. TE polarized
light with  = 632.8 nm is used.
From Fig. 5.6 it is seen that the peak for this configuration disappears as the cover RI approaches
1.41. However, unlike the properties for the dip-MCWG the peak-MCWG maintains a cover RI
sensitivity of 1 and an infinite penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover over the entire
detection range due to the peak position at the critical angle.
The detection range can be tuned by adjusting d
F
for the detection area of n
C
to for example
include measurements on gas samples or by adjusting n
F
, where an increase in n
F
"squeezes"
the angular spectrum resulting in a smaller detection range, because the position of the critical
angle still changes with n
C
while the resonant angle of the waveguide mode changes with an even
smaller rate.
How sensitive is the peak-MCWG?
The sensitivity of the peak-MCWG cannot be calculated like for the dip-MCWG and is not de-
pendent on the film thickness once the peak feature is supported. The sensitivity can be ex-
plained by considering the penetration depth of the evanescent field. The critical angle is given
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by arcsin(n
C
=n
S
) and thus the peak is centered at N = n
C
, this point represents the point at
which the electromagnetic field in the cover is in transition from a normal propagating wave to
an evanescent wave, meaning that the probing depth into the cover is infinite. Because the peak
appears at N = n
C
the sensitivity @N=@n
C
is obviously 1 as seen from Fig. 5.6. Contrary to the
high cover RI sensitivity the adlayer sensitivity @N=@d
A
is very low, approximately zero, owing
to the infinitely large probing depth.
The mode profile of the electromagnetic field in the structure can be calculated as for the dip-type
MCWG by use of Eq. (4.11) on page 65.
Figure 5.7. Profile of the electromagnetic field propagating in a Ti-MCWG at resonant angle (solid line) and
at an angle off resonance 
S
= 63 deg (dashed line) for TE (a) and TM (b) polarized light. The parameters
used are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, n
F
= 1.47 and n
C
= 1.33. The film and metal thicknesses of the
configurations are: (a) d
M
= 5 nm, d
F
= 240 nm and (b) d
M
= 24 nm, d
F
= 430 nm.
From the mode profiles in Fig. 5.7 it is seen that at resonant angle of the peak (solid lines)
for both TE- and TM-polarized light an evanescent field in the cover medium arises which is
infinite. For the TM polarization the field in the film shows one minimum in amplitude because the
waveguide mode order m = 1 while for the TE polarized light no minimum of the field in the film
is observed since m = 0 due to the character of the waveguide modes and the SPR-mode arising
in metal/dielectric-structures. The mode profiles off resonant angle show a waveguide mode like
field as the off resonance angle is taken above 
Critical
and thus approaches the resonant angle of
the actual excited waveguide mode. At peak resonant angle 
m
the reflectance in the sensorgram
shows the highest reflectance, which is also seen from the amplitudes of the field profiles in the
substrate showing interference of the incident light of amplitude one and the reflected light at
the metal/substrate boundary. The mode profiles at off resonant angle show smaller oscillations
in the field in the substrate than for the mode profiles at resonant angle due to a greater part of
the incident light being coupled into the waveguide film as the angle of incidence approaches the
resonant angle of the waveguide mode, see for example the sensorgram in Fig. 5.3 where the
reflectance vs. angle is illustrated.
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In Fig. 5.8 five sensorgrams have been calculated for various examples of the existence of an
adlayer in the sample to be measured in order to evaluate the adlayer sensitivity N
m
=d
A
of
the peak-type MCWG. One sensorgram is calculated for the absence of an adlayer (solid line) for
comparison with sensorgrams calculated in case of an adlayer present of thickness d
A
= 100 nm,
where a sensorgram is calculated for four situations (I) an adlayer with RI n
A
= 1.35 is positioned
at the sensor surface d
P
= 0 nm, (II) an adlayer with RI n
A
= 1.4 positioned at the sensor surface
d
P
= 0 nm, (III) an adlayer with RI n
A
= 1.35 positioned at the distance d
P
= 100 nm from the
sensor surface and (IV) an adlayer with RI n
A
= 1.4 positioned at a distance from the sensor
surface of d
P
= 100 nm.
Figure 5.8. Sensorgrams from a Ti-MCWG for different adlayer cases. (a) Illustration of the MCWG and
adlayer configuration. (b) The used parameters are: n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
= 5nm, n
F
=
1.47, d
F
= 230 nm and n
C
= 1.332. The used adlayer parameters are: d
A
= 0 nm and 100 nm, d
P
= 0 nm
and 100 nm and n
A
= 1.35 and 1.4.
The position of the peak in the sensorgram for a uniform sample with no adlayer present in the
sample is at 
Critical
. Adding an adlayer of n
A
on top of the sensor surface or in a distance of 100
nm from the sensor surface changes the reflectance from the sensor, as the resonant angle of the
actual waveguide mode (dip) changes which is seen by an altered shape of the peak, however, no
change in the peak position is observed due to no change in the critical angle. Adding an adlayer
with n
A
= 1.4 either at the sensor surface or at a distance of d
P
= 100 nm from the sensor surface
results in two sensorgrams different from the three others as a more round peak appears in both
sensorgrams. The larger value of n
A
results in a greater shift of the resonant angle of the waveguide
mode while the critical angle is still unaffected by the adlayer as 
Critical
= arcsin(n
C
=n
S
), and
thus for this adlayer RI the peak does not arise in the sensorgram due to a range of detection for this
MCWG configuration which is limited to not include these measurements. From the sensorgrams
it appears that the adlayer sensitivity of the peak-type MCWG equals zero.
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For which purposes is the peak-type MCWG interesting?
The peak-type MCWG is only interesting in connection with RI measurements of a uniform so-
lution or solutions containing large objects that influence the average RI of the cover medium
resulting in a change in the critical angle. This sensor has the great advantage, compared to the
other waveguide configurations and the SPR sensor, that the cover RI sensitivity does not change
with n
C
but is one over the entire detection range, as seen from Fig. 5.6.
5.1 Interrogation mechanisms
Generally, optical sensors can be equally well applied in an angular or a wavelength interrogation
setup. The previous study of both MCWG sensors has been based on an angular interrogation
setup, where one wavelength has been used and the angle of incident light has been varied result-
ing in a sensorgram where the resonant angle of the resonant dip or peak, respectively, has been
used as the sensing feature. In a wavelength interrogation setup the sensor structure is instead illu-
minated at a fixed angle with light spanning over a range of wavelengths resulting in a sensorgram
of reflectance vs. wavelength when operated in reflection mode, where the sensing feature is a
resonant wavelength 
m
.
Both the peak- and dip-type MCWG are prism-coupled and operated in reflection mode and thus
potentially both the angular and wavelength interrogation should be applicable for the MCWGs.
The angular interrogation and the wavelength interrogation setups are illustrated in Fig. 5.9 and
5.10, respectively, for both types of MCWG sensors. In the angular interrogation setup, illustrated
in Fig. 5.9, the laser beam is focused at the substrate/metal-boundary of the MCWG, thus the
light is incident over a small range of angles and reflected over the same angular range. At the
resonant angle where the waveguide mode is excited a dip in reflectance is observed, illustrated by
the black line in the reflected beam, and the reflected intensity can be recorded by a CCD array.
The sensorgrams from the angular interrogation setup in Figs. 5.9(b) and 5.9(c) for the peak-type
and dip-type MCWG, respectively are similar to the ones previously shown in connection with the
MCWG presentation. The sensorgrams from both types of MCWGs are illustrated for a change
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in cover RI from n
C
= 1.33 to n
C
= 1.34, and from both sensorgrams all the important features
appear: The critical angle, the resonant angle and the width of the reflectance dip.
Figure 5.9. (a) Angular interrogation setup for the prism-coupled MCWG sensor. The sensorgrams for
the peak- and dip-MCWG for the angular interrogation setup are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The
parameters of the MCWG configurations are: (b) n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
= 5 nm, n
F
= 1.47,
d
F
= 240 nm, n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.34, and TE polarized light with  = 632.8 nm has been used, (c) n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4, d
M
= 56 nm, n
F
= 1.59, d
F
= 340 nm, n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.34, and TM
polarized light with  = 632.8 nm has been used.
For the wavelength interrogation setup, illustrated in Fig. 5.10(a) the MCWG is illuminated by
a broadband light source at a fixed angle. In Fig. 5.10(b) and (c) the sensorgrams from a peak-
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and dip-MCWG sensor, respectively, are shown for a fixed N = 1.33 (illustrated by dotted lines in
Figs. 5.9(b) and (c)) when the cover RI is changed from n
C
= 1.33 to n
C
= 1.34.
Figure 5.10. (a) Wavelength interrogation setup for the prism-coupled MCWG sensor. The sensorgrams
for the peak- and dip-MCWG for the wavelength interrogation setup are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
The parameters of the MCWG configurations are: (b) n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
= 5 nm, n
F
=
1.47, d
F
= 240 nm, n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.34, and TE polarized light has been used at N
m
= 1.33, (c) n
S
= 1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4, d
M
= 56 nm, n
F
= 1.59, d
F
= 340 nm, n
C
= 1.33 and n
C
= 1.34, and TM
polarized light at N
m
= 1.33 has been used.
In Fig. 5.10(b) the sensorgrams from the peak-type sensor are shown for a fixed value of N = 1.33
which is N
m
of the resonant peak for a cover medium with n
C
= 1.33. A maximum reflectance
in the sensorgrams appears which changes in wavelength position for a change in n
C
. However,
the sharp peak feature observed for the angular interrogation arising due to the critical angle does
not appear in the sensorgrams, and as this sharp peak is the important feature for the peak-MCWG
sensor the wavelength interrogation setup is not interesting in connection with this MCWG sensor.
The sensorgrams in Fig. 5.10(c) show the reflectance from a dip-MCWG versus wavelength where
a similar spectrum to what is seen for the angular interrogation setup is observed, except that the
critical angle does not appear, as this angle is given by the refractive indices and are not directly
dependent on the wavelength. However, both the dip position and width of the dip appear versus
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wavelength in the sensorgram with the result that the wavelength interrogation setup can easily
be applied for the dip-type MCWG. As the critical angle does not influence the sensorgram, the
detection range of the sensor can actually be expanded compared to when the sensor is used in an
angular interrogation setup, since the parameter limiting the detection range is the critical angle.
5.2 Discussion
The peak-type MCWG has an infinite penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover and can
with advantage be used for broad range refractive index measurements. The cover RI sensitivity
is constant over the entire detection range for changes in n
C
with a high sensitivity of one, and the
detection range is broad. However, the sensor is not useful for thin adlayer measurements, as the
adlayer sensitivity is zero.
For actual measurements with the MCWG sensors the analysis of the experimental setup showed
that only the angular interrogation setup is relevant for the peak-type MCWG. For the dip-type
MCWG both the angular and the wavelength interrogation setup can be used and actually the
wavelength setup indicates that the detection range can be expanded using this setup.
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Chapter 6
Metal-clad waveguide sensors - Experiments
The peak- and the dip-type MCWGs can both support a large evanescent field in the cover medium
and show potential for detection of micron-scale biological objects, and both sensors have been
applied for biosensing by each of the groups that initially presented the sensors[27; 57]. However,
no comparison of measurements with the two sensors have been presented. In connection with
this work I have fabricated a silver dip-type and a titanium peak-type MCWG sensor and applied
both sensors for RI measurements and cell detection.
For the measurements I have used a rotating retro-reflector setup with angular interrogation. The
setup has been optimized to ensure that the same area of the sensor are used during the measure-
ments over the rotation range.
The RI-measurement and detection of cells have been performed as time measurements and give
the opportunity for comparison of the two sensors sensitivities when they are used for deep-probe
sensing.
6.1 Fabrication
What MCWG-configurations have been used for experiments?
The peak-type configuration used for the measurements is a Ti/SiO
2
MCWG for TE-polarization
with a 5 nm titanium cladding (n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88 ) and a 230 nm SiO
2
film (n
F
= 1.47) and the
dip-type MCWG configuration is an Ag/PS MCWG for TM-polarized light with a metal cladding
of 60 nm silver (n
M
= 0.065 + i4.0) and a 330 nm thick polystyrene (PS) film (n
F
= 1.59).
How are the MCWGs fabricated?
The fabrication process of both configurations is quite simple as it only involves two fabrication
steps. The substrate for both configurations is a 1 mm thick glass plate (n
S
= 1.517) of 2 x 2 cm.
For the Ti/SiO
2
chip the titanium is evaporated onto the glass substrate in a vacuum chamber and
afterwards the SiO
2
is deposited at 200 oC also in vacuum conditions.
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For the Ag/PS chip, the silver layer is sputtered onto the glass substrate in a vacuum chamber and
afterwards the PS film is spin coated directly on top of the silver coating. After spin coating, the
chip is dried in a oven at 120 ÆC for 60 min. The fabrication of both MCWG-chips is conducted
in a class 1000 clean room and between fabrication processes the chips are brought into normal
atmospheric conditions.
Before metal deposition on the glass substrates the glass plates are run through a cleaning process
to clean off oil and grease on the glass surface first and cleaning off other materials afterwards.
The glass cleaning procedure is as follows:
Cleaning of glass substrates (at room temperature):
Soak the glass substrate in acetone for 3 min.
Rinse in ultra pure water.
Soak the glass substrate in ethanol for 3 min.
Rinse in ultra pure water.
Soak the glass substrate in chromosulfuric acid for 3 min.
Rinse in ultra pure water.
Rinse the glass substrate in KOH (10%) for a few seconds.
Rinse the glass substrate for 45 min in flowing ultra pure water.
Dry the glass plate at 120 oC for 2 hours.
Materials used:
Chromosulfuric acid (Chrom-(VI)-oxid) from Merck, Germany.
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) from Merck, Germany.
Metal deposition:
The titanium and silver claddings are deposited on the glass substrate by metal evaporation and
sputtering, respectively. Both deposition techniques take place in vacuum conditions.
Metal evaporation is typically used for deposition of thin layers, as the amount of metal possible to
evaporate is limited. The deposition rate can be set very low and thus the thickness of the layer can
be accurately controlled. The thickness is typically measured during the evaporation process by a
quartz crystal placed very close to the sample to be coated. By measuring the change in resonance
frequency of the crystal the thickness of the deposited metal layer can be determined.
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Metal evaporation is conducted by heating the material to be evaporated in a filament. The filament
is either heated to above the melting point of the metal or the metal is heated to above the melting
point by an electron beam which is focused on the source metal. The sample to be coated is placed
close to the source metal and a thin metal film is deposited. The deposition rate can be controlled
by increasing or lowering the temperature of the source metal.
The optimum thickness of the titanium layer for the peak-type MCWG is 5 nm and a variation of
a few nanometers can change the reflectance spectrum from the sensor significantly as seen in Fig.
5.4 and thus the thickness should be controlled very accurately during the metal deposition. This
is why metal evaporation is used for the titanium deposition.
Sputtering is typically used for thick metal film deposition. The deposition rate is typically faster
for the sputtering technique than for the metal evaporation. Sputtering is accomplished by bom-
barding a source metal with energetic ions, which is typically Ar+. When the ions hit the surface of
the source metal atoms or clusters of atoms are knocked loose and transported to the substrate. As
the metal deposition happens as single atoms or clusters of atoms the thickness is hard to control
and the surface roughness can be higher with this method than for the evaporation.
The silver thickness used for the dip-type MCWG is around 60 nm, but the reflectance spectrum
does not change significantly if the thickness varies with up to 5 nm. Thus sputtering is used for
the silver deposition due to the thickness of the silver layer. The silver deposition on the glass
plates has been conducted by the company Polyteknik.[73]
Film deposition:
For the Ag/PS-chip the PS film is deposited directly on top of the silver coating on the glass
substrate by spin coating. The PS [Mw: 1410000, Mw/Mn: 1.05 from Polymer Source Inc.,
Canada] is dissolved in toluene and depending on the thickness of the PS film the velocity of the
spinner or the concentration of the polymer solution is changed. To obtain a 330 nm PS film a
concentration of 1.1 g PS / 50 mL toluene is used at a spinning velocity of 4100 rpm for 60 s.
During the spinning process the toluene is partly evaporated. However, to evaporate the remain-
ing solvent the sample is baked at 120 ÆC for 60 min. The thicknesses of the polystyrene film
have been controlled by measuring on a second chip made simultaneous to the one to be used for
measurements. After baking and cooling of the sample parts of the film were removed mechani-
cally thereby enabling 2D measurements of the film thickness using a surface profiliator (Dektak
V 200-Si, Veeco).
SiO
2
deposition is typically achieved by a reaction of silane(SiH
4
) and oxygen(O
2
) at high temper-
atures (300 - 500 ÆC) in vacuum. The SiO
2
waveguide film of the peak-type MCWG is deposited
onto the Ti-cladding, which during the deposition process is heated to 200ÆC. The SiO
2
film is
deposited at a rate of 40 nm/min. This film thickness has not be measured directly but indirectly by
producing a number of Ti/SiO
2
-chips where the deposition times have been varied and afterwards
applying the chip in an experimental setup for RI measurements of water.
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What considerations are important in connection with fabrication of MCWGs?
The fabrication of the MCWG should be conducted in dust-free surroundings. Dust can influence
the quality of the resonant dips and on later measurements, as a dust particle on the sensor surface
will be measured as a part of the sample. During fabrication dust in the polymer film can influence
the surface quality of the spin coated polymer film and also dust in the film can influence the guided
light due to scattering. For surface modification or cleaning of the sensor surface plasma treatments
are often used, in that connection dust particles in the film can cause the plasma treatment meant
for surface modifications to penetrate into the film and thus make holes or small roughnesses on
the film surface.
The materials for the different layers of the MCWG-structure should be compatible with each other
in order to obtain a good binding of the layers to avoid that the chip is ruined during use. The RI
and biological properties of the waveguide film should be considered for the measurements wished
to be conducted with the sensor. Certain polymers are easier to modify by surface chemistry than
others to obtain the right properties. One more factor to consider when choosing materials is the
fabrication; are the materials easy to deposit and with high quality? In this work these properties
have not been the main issue and thus only a few different materials have been tested in the
fabrication.
Have other configurations of the MCWG been considered?
A few other materials for the MCWGs have been considered and tested by fabricating chips
with the following configurations: Ag/SiO
2
, Ag/PMMA and Ti/PMMA [PMMA: poly(methyl
methacrylate), Mn: 221800, Mw: 257300, Mw/Mn: 1.16 from Polymer Source Inc., Canada].
Polystyrene is a non-polar hydrophobic polymer which makes the surface difficult to modify for
specific binding of biological objects, thus for the dip-type MCWG a PMMA and a SiO
2
film
have been tested for waveguide films due to the ability to surface modify both films. The PMMA
film was applied to the chip by spin coating like the PS film and various modification procedures
were tested. Unfortunately, well-documented surface modification procedures often involves pro-
cedures involving a small degree of etching or dissolving of the surface material, which dissolved
the silver layer on the chip. A method suggested by Fixe et al [74] was tested and could success-
fully be applied to the waveguide configuration without dissolving any of the materials comprising
the MCWG. Tests with binding of fluorescent DNA and proteins did show successful binding of
these objects to the PMMA surface and thus this configuration is a possibility. The configuration
with SiO
2
is not useful as the SiO
2
film ruptured when fluid was applied onto the sensor surface,
this could be due to surface tension between the SiO
2
layer and the silver.
The Ti/PMMA configuration was also successfully fabricated and used for RI measurements and
due to the successful surface modification of the Ag/PMMA configuration this configuration
may also be used for experiments if further explored. However, another possibility is to obtain
polystyrene which is pre-modified[75] and can be used for specific binding purposes.
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6.2 Experimental setup
Angular and wavelength interrogation was described in the previous chapter for both the peak-
and the dip-type MCWG. The angular interrogation setup can be used for both configurations and
a rotating setup has been used for experiments performed with both sensors. A setup referred to
as the retro-reflector setup introduced in the literature by Innes[76] has been slightly modified and
used for the setup. In that connection, care has been taken to ensure that the measurements are
performed at the same area of the sensor surface during rotation.
What setup is used?
In Fig. 6.1 the experimental setup is illustrated. The sensor-setup (prism + MCWG-chip) is
mounted on a high-precision goniometer with a rotation span of 13 deg for varying the angle of
incidence. A fixed He-Ne laser illuminates the MCWG chip through the prism and the intensity of
the reflected beam is measured by a fixed photodiode. In front of the photodiode is placed a lens
with focal length of 3 cm and diameter of 1.5 cm. In the figure the rotation of the sensor-setup is
illustrated for two positions of the prism and two light paths (black and gray lines) for each of the
prism positions.
Figure 6.1. Experimental setup similar to the retro reflection arrangement introduced by Innes. [76] The
insert illustrates the MCWG configuration and the angle of the light beam in the prism.
The light is coupled into the waveguide through a prism with a 90 Æ angle with a size of 2  2
cm2 of the prism plane onto which the MCWG-chip is placed. The prism and the substrate have
the same RI and are brought into contact with each other through the use of index-matching fluid
[Microscopy immersion oil with n = 1.515 - 1.517 (C
14
H
12
O
2
) from Merck, Germany] to avoid
reflections from that boundary. On the adjacent side of the prism the surface is coated with a 200
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nm thick silver-layer acting as a mirror. The mirror is applied for two reasons, one is to extend the
range of angles at which the setup can be operated and secondly to simplify the setup.
The prism configuration used simplifies the setup in the way that the beam incident on the sensor
setup and the reflected beam will always be parallel, however, the distance of the reflected beam
to the incident beam will change due to the change in angle of incidence at the prism 
I
, see insert
in Fig. 6.1. The displacement in reflected beams parallel to the incident beam are compensated
by inserting a lens in front of the photo detector. The photo detector is placed in the focal point
of the lens and thus ensuring that a fixed detector can be used. Normally, for experimental setups
involving angular interrogation a change in angle of incident light  results in an angular change
of the reflected light of 2 and thus a rotation of two parts of the setup are necessary.[77]
The relation between the illustrated angles and the effective refractive index of the waveguide, N
are given by:

I
= arcsin[n
S
sin(
0
P
)];

0
P
= 45  
P
;

S
= 90  
P
;
N = n
S
sin(
S
): (6.1)
Photographs of the setup are shown in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 where the photograph in Fig. 6.3 shows a
closeup of the goniometer and the sensor setup.
A He-Ne laser with  = 632.8 nm (not shown) is used in the setup and the light path through the
setup follows the numbers in Fig. 6.2, where the light first passes through a semi reflecting mirror
(1) in order to adjust the intensity of the incident beam. The beam is directed towards the prism by
the mirrors (2 and 4) while passing through a polarizer (3). The prism, sensor-chip and cuvette are
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mounted on the goniometer (5) and the reflected light passes through a lens (6) and the intensity
is measured using a photo detector [Model 2001 from New Focus] (7).
Figure 6.2. Photograph of the setup. The objects in the photograph are: (1) semi-reflecting mirror, (2)
mirror, (3) polarizer, (4) setup with two mirrors, (5) holder where the prism, sensor-chip and cuvette are
mounted and the in- and outlet tubes to the cuvette are mounted onto the cuvette, (6) focusing lens and (7)
photo detector.
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Figure 6.3. Photograph of goniometer on which the holder is mounted with the prism, sensor-chip, cuvette
and the in- and outlet tubes connected to the cuvette.
The measurements are conducted by placing a cuvette on the sensor surface leaving an area of 3.5
mm x 5 mm of the sensor surface to be exposed to the sample solution. In Fig. 6.4 photographs
of the prism and the cuvette are shown. The prism is coated with a 200 nm silver layer on the side
that appears black on the photograph. The photograph of the cuvette shows the surface which is
fixed on the sensor surface, where the dark ring in the photograph is an O-ring used to seal the
cuvette on the sensor surface and the dark spots seen in the cuvette are the inlet and outlet tubes.
Figure 6.4. Photographs of (a) the prism with silver coating and (b) the cuvette used in the setup.
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The exposed area on the waveguide surface to the sample is 5 mm in one of the directions. This
size have been choosen to make sure that the beam is always incident within the exposed area.
The position of the beam and the size of the beam are the reasons of this choise. Due to the use of
a plane sided prism a change in the angle of incidence can result in a change of the position of the
incident beam on the MCWG-chip. Due to the high angle of incidence of the light in the prism 
S
at around 65 deg for which the resonant angle arises (as seen from the sensorgrams in chapters 4
and 5) the incident beam on the prism is expanded in one direction when transmitted through the
prism onto the prism/sensor interface.
Regarding the movement of the beam spot on the MCWG, for optimum measurements the spot
should be at the exact same place during the measurements and thus during rotation of the setup
we have to ensure that the measurements are conducted at the same conditions. The sensor-chip
can have small variations in the film or metal thickness and in the quality at different places on the
chip thus by ensuring measurements at the exact same place on the MCWG the influence of these
variations are eliminated.
The optimum place of the incident beam on the prism to avoid or minimize movements of the spot
on the MCWG during rotation is calculated in Fig. 6.6. In Fig. 6.5 the parameters appearing in
the calculation of the optimum place for illumination of the prism is illustrated.
Figure 6.5. Illustration of angles and distances used for calculation of the position of the spot on the
prism/sensor interface.
The parameters in Fig. 6.5 are:
C: The rotation center of the setup.
H: The distance in y-direction between the line of the incident beam and C .
R: the distance between C and (x
C
; y
C
).
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: The distance from (x
C
; y
C
) to the position of the beam incident on the prism/sensor
interface along the prism surface.
R sin(  ): The distance in y-direction between (x
C
; y
C
) and C .
: The angle that the prism is rotated.

S
: The angle of incidence in the prism.
45 + : The angle of the incident light in air at the air/prism boundary to the prism surface.
: The angle of the light in the prism at the air/prism boundary.
: The angle between the line R and the x-axis.
The distances and the angles in Fig. 6.5 are given by:
y
c
= H  R sin(  );
sin[90  (45 + )] = n
S
sin();
 = arcsin
h
sin(45 )
n
S
i
;

sin(90+)
=
y
c
= sin(45+)
sin(45 )
;
N = n
S
sin(45 + );
from which it is found that for a spot position on the prism/sensor interface at the midpoint of
the prism surface,  = 10 mm in the case of a prism of side length = 20 mm, the light should be
incident on the prism at a position given by: H = 2.2 mm and R = 6.8 mm.
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For the above values of H and R the position of the spot on the prism/sensor interface can be
calculated vs. angle of incidence on the prism 
I
. The calculated curve is shown in Fig. 6.6(a). In
Fig. 6.6(b) the corresponding N is shown vs. 
I
.
Figure 6.6. Calculated position of the spot from the beam at Prism/MCWG interface vs. the angle of
incident light on the prism (a) and (b) curve of N vs. the angle of incident light on the prism.
From the calculated change in spot position on the prism/sensor interface it is seen that a rotation
of 13 deg (the entire rotation range of the setup) basically does not influence the spot position if H
and R are chosen properly. The interesting area to notice is for N around 1.35 for the dip-type and
for N = 1.33 for the peak-type MCWG corresponding to 
I
 26 deg, for which the movement
of the spot position is less than 0.1 mm, thus the retro reflector setup is very useful for rotational
angular interrogation setup used for the MCWG sensors.
6.3 Deep-probe measurements
Two different measurements have been conducted: Cover RI-measurements and detection of un-
labelled cells settling on the sensor surface. Both measurements are conducted with a peak-type
and a dip-type sensor.
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The reflectance curves for the two MCWGs fabricated for experiments are calculated in Fig. 6.7
for a change in cover medium from ultra pure water (n
C
= 1.3325) to a 50% v/v PBS/water-
solution (n
C
= 1.333) which are the solutions used for the RI measurements (v/v: volume/volume).
Figure 6.7. Calculated reflection curves for two sensor configurations, the dip-type MCWG (a) and the
peak-type MCWG (b) for cover RIs n
C
= 1.3325 and n
C
= 1.333. The used parameters are: (a) n
S
=
1.517, n
M
= 0.065 + i4, d
M
= 60 nm, n
F
= 1.59 d
F
= 330 nm and TM polarized light. (b) n
S
= 1.517,
n
M
= 2.11 + i2.88, d
M
= 5 nm, n
F
= 1.47 d
F
= 230 nm and TE polarized light.
The reflectance curves of the dip-type MCWG in Fig. 6.7(a) shows that the angular dip position
changes 0.05 deg for the change in cover RI, which results in a cover RI sensitivity @N
m
=@n
C
=
0.74. From Fig. 6.7(b) it is seen that for the peak-type MCWG the peak position in N
m
equals n
C
and thus the cover RI sensitivity @N
m
=@n
C
= 1.
RI-measurements
The peak-type and dip-type MCWG have been used for RI-measurements, shown in Fig. 6.8.
For the RI-measurements the change in angular position of the dip and the peak have been mea-
sured when changing the cover medium from pure water (RI = 1.3325) to a 50% v/v PBS/water-
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solution (RI=1.333) and back to pure water. The measurements are flow-measurements with a
flow of 16 L/min and a sensorgram measured every 44 sec.
Figure 6.8. Measured sensorgrams with the peak-type MCWG (a) and the dip-type MCWG (b) for a change
of cover medium from water to 50% v/v PBS/water solution. (c) Time measurements with the two sensors
for the same cover media.
Fig. 6.8(a) and (b) show the sensorgrams for water and the 50 % v/v PBS/water-solution measured
with the peak-type and dip-type MCWG-sensor, respectively. In Fig. 6.8(c) the time measure-
ments with both sensors are shown, where the change in angular position of the peak and dip,
respectively in reflectance vs. time is plotted. The curves have been smoothed over 10 adjacent
points and results in angular changes of 1.05 and 0.75 deg for the Ti/SiO
2
-sensor and the Ag/Ps-
sensor, respectively. Hence, the peak-type MCWG gives a change in angular position which is 40
% larger than the angular change of the dip position from the Ag/PS-sensor. The angular change is
not linear with N
m
and thus, calculating the change in N
m
for the dip-type and peak-type MCWG
a slightly larger difference in the cover sensitivity is obtained, as the change inN
m
of the peak-type
MCWG is 43 % larger than for the dip-type MCWG. Comparing this change with the calculated
changes in cover RI sensitivities shows a theoretical sensitivity for the peak-type MCWG which
is 35 % higher than for the dip-type MCWG.
Cell detection
The two MCWG-sensors have also been used for detection of cells settling onto the sensor surface.
These measurements are shown in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10, where Fig. 6.9(a) shows the angular change
of the gravity point of the peak for a Ti/SiO
2
MCWG with a 5 nm thick titanium cladding and
230 nm SiO
2
film. The measurements are conducted in a cuvette without flow, where a CO
2
independent medium with RI = 1.332 is applied to the cuvette and after 65 min 80 L of the cell-
solution with a concentration of 100 cells/L is added. The cells used are dead Hacat cells and
they are in the same medium as first applied to the cuvette. Fig. 6.9(c) shows a microscope picture
taken with an x10 objective of the surface coverage right after ending the measurements. The area
shown is 460 x 400 m2 and the average surface coverage is 200 cells/mm2. The position of the
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gravity point of the peak shifts from 23.88 deg to 24.08 deg and then down to 24.05 deg where it
seems to saturate resulting in N
m
= 0.00138. By smoothing the curve over 15 adjacent points
the signal/noise ratio is 1160 resulting in a detection limit below 0.2 cells/mm2. In Fig. 6.9(b)
three sensorgrams are shown, taken respectively 40, 90 and 200 min after the measurement was
started. The sensorgram recorded after 40 min shows a very sharp peak and is comparable to the
calculated sensorgrams for the peak-type MCWG. However, after the cells are added to the cuvette
the sensorgrams recorded after 90 and 200 min both show a more flattened peak. This flattening
of the peak can be caused by the solution now consist of 2 materials, the medium and the cells,
with 2 different RIs. This is also the reason for measuring the position of the gravity point of the
peak rather than the peak position. Measurements of cells using a reverse symmetry waveguide
sensor have shown similar effects, where the shape of the intensity peak from the waveguide mode
changed remarkably as a broadening of the peak occurred due to an extra peak appearing in the
spectrum.
Figure 6.9. Detection with the Ti/SiO
2
peak-type MCWG of unlabelled Hacat cells settling onto the sensor
surface. The MCWG configuration is: glass substrate, 5 nm thin titanium cladding, a 230 nm thick polymer
film and TE-polarized light. (a) Change in angular position of the gravity point of the reflectance peak. (b)
Sensorgrams recorded during the measurement after 40 min, 90 min and 200 min. (c) Microscope image of
the exposed sensor surface immediately after the measurement was stopped.
The measurement with the dip-type MCWG, shown in Fig. 6.10 is similar to the one with the
peak-type sensor. The medium is the same as the above-mentioned and same cell-concentration,
but the cells used here are dead Fibroblast cells and only 60 L of the cell-solution were added.
A microscope image of the sensor surface is shown in Fig. 6.10(c) of an area of 610 x 460 m2.
The average surface coverage is 260 cells/mm2. From Fig. 6.10(a) an angular shift of 0.1 deg of
the position of the gravity point of the dip corresponding to N
m
= 7.5 x 10 4 is measured. By
smoothing the curve over 15 adjacent points the signal/noise ratio = 1140 and detection limit for
this dip-type configuration is found to 0.23 cells/mm2. In Fig. 6.9(b) three sensorgrams are shown,
taken respectively 10, 40 and 150 min after the measurement was started. The sensorgram recorded
after 10 min shows a sharp dip with low reflectance at the dip minimum and is comparable to the
calculated sensorgrams for the dip-type MCWG. However, after the cells are added to the cuvette
the minimum reflectance of the dips increases significantly, as seen in the sensorgrams recorded
after 40 and 150 min. This can be caused by the same phenomenon as the flattening of the peaks
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measured with the peak-type MCWG namely, that the solution now consists of both the medium
and the cells with 2 different RIs. Again the position of the gravity point for the dip is measured
rather than the position of the dip, as the dip is less distinct for the later recorded sensorgrams.
Figure 6.10. Detection with the Ag/PS dip-type MCWG of unlabelled Fibroblast cells settling onto the
sensor surface. The MCWG configuration is: glass substrate, 60 nm silver cladding, a 330 nm thick polymer
film and TM-polarized light. (a) Change in angular position of the gravity point of the reflectance dip. (b)
Sensorgrams recorded during the measurement after 10 min, 40 min and 150 min. (c) Microscope image of
the exposed sensor surface immediately after the measurement was stopped.
The detection limit for cells on the sensor surface for the peak-type sensor is a little lower than
for the dip-type sensor. The lower detection limit arises due to a higher penetration depth of the
evanescent field in the cover medium.
6.4 Discussion
The retro-reflector setup has proven very useful for wavelength interrogation measurements with
the MCWG sensor. Illuminating the sensor at a given position on the prism it is ensured that the
measurements are performed at basically the same spot during rotation of the sensor-setup.
RI measurements with both the peak- and the dip-type MCWG sensors show that the calculated
difference in cover RI sensitivity for the peak-type and dip-type MCWG sensor is approximately
35 % which corresponds nicely with the sensitivity obtained from the cover RI measurements,
where a change in angular position of the sensing probes for the peak-type compared to the dip-
type shows a 40 % larger change in angular position or 43 % change in N
m
.
Experiments for detection of cells settling on the sensor surface show that both the peak- and the
dip-type MCWG sensor can successfully be applied for deep-probe sensing as a detection limit
of 0.2 cells/mm2 due to the signal-to-noise ratios is obtained for both sensors and thus unlabeled
detection of a single cell at the sensor surfaces is possible.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has been a study on planar waveguide sensors for deep-probe biosensing, where I have
presented thorough studies on a reverse-symmetry waveguide sensor the freestanding multimode
waveguide and metal-clad waveguide sensors, the dip-type MCWG and the peak-type MCWG.
These sensors are all suitable for deep-probe sensing because a large evanescent field can be ex-
cited in the cover medium with infinite penetration depth.
The emphasis of the study of waveguide configurations has been on optimization of the sensitivity
of the sensors for detection of micronsize biological objects like bacteria and whole cells.
In connection with the reverse-symmetry waveguide configuration I have shown reverse-symmetry
operation of the simplest possible waveguide sensor, comprising a simple glass plate acting as the
waveguide film, the freestanding multimode waveguide. A simple sensing principle was used for
the sensor, where the maximum number of possible modes in the waveguide is counted, gives
a reading of the absolute refractive index with an accuracy of 0.001 RI units. The interesting
application for this sensor operation is broad range refractometry, where a detection range from
n
C
= 1 to n
C
= 1.52 was achieved. The freestanding multimode waveguide sensor has only been
presented by Qi et al, who applied a different sensing principle to the sensor resulting in a limited
detection range of 1.5x10 3 RI units. Thus, using the mode-counting principle the detection range
is extended with two orders of magnitude and includes the possibility of detection of gases.
Based on the simple configuration of the freestanding multimode waveguide, this sensor shows
possibility of a fairly easy fabrication involving a single material and a a single process step.
Two types of MCWGs have been presented by Salamon et al and Zourob et al, the dip- and the
peak-type MCWGs, however without any theoretical study of the sensors. We have shown that
the basic principles of the sensor configurations are the same, they are both applicable for sensing
purposes due to the excitation of waveguide modes in the waveguide film, however using different
features for the sensing. Also, we have shown that the two operations of MCWG sensors depend
on the metal used in the configuration. A dip-type MCWG is obtained by applying a metal with
a low value of 00
M
and a peak-type MCWG is obtained by applying a metal with a large 00
M
, and
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for a difference in the thickness of the metal cladding of about an order of magnitude for the two
sensor types.
The sensor properties of the dip-MCWG can be optimized to achieve the largest shift in the re-
flectance dip relative to the FWHM of the dip. To achieve this, it is not sufficient to consider the
usual sensitivity parameters (cover RI sensitivity and adlayer sensitivity), as these do not take the
dip shape into account. Instead, our optimization procedure is based simply on Fresnell’s reflec-
tion law for the four-layer structure (substrate-metal-film-cover) from which the dip-angle-change
per dip-width to the change in cover-RI or adlayer thickness can be deduced directly.
If the dip shape is not taken into account, the surface-plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor (equivalent
to MCWG sensor without dielectric film) generally exhibits the largest sensitivity, but taking into
account the width of the dip, there is a clear benefit of applying a waveguide film on top of the
metal layer, simply because of the much narrower waveguide dip. These benefits apply to both
refractometry applications (cover RI detection) as well as adlayer detection.
With respect to adlayer detection, which is the most interesting for biosensing applications, the
main experiences gained from our investigations of optimized sensitivity can be summarized as
follows:
 The film RI should be as low as possible.
 The optimum film thickness is close to the mode’s cutoff thickness.
 Silver cladding is preferable to gold-cladding, mainly due to a narrower dip.
 The optimum metal layer thickness does not depend on the film RI. For a light wavelength
of 632.8 nm and optimum film thickness they are 56, 53, 44, and 40 nm for TM-silver,
TM-gold, TE-silver, and TE-gold modes, respectively.
 The dependence on substrate RI is practically non-existing, because at optimum metal thick-
nesses the mode’s evanescent field is vanishing in the substrate.
 As opposed to SPR detection, the dip-MCWG detection has the possibility of utilizing both
TE and TM polarized light, however, the largest adlayer sensitivity is obtained for TE po-
larized light.
 For a film RI of 1.45 the sensitivity improvement compared with Ag-SPR sensing is approx-
imately a factor of 6.
The dip-type MCWG can be tuned to obtain either a low or a high penetration depth by adjusting
the film parameters and thus the sensor can be used for measurements on both thin adlayer and
micronscale objects. The sensor can be operated in multimode operation or supporting both a
TE- and TM-mode resulting in modes with different penetration depths in the cover, giving a
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sensor that can measure at different depths in the cover medium. Thus the MCWG has the same
advantages as the reverse symmetry dielectric waveguide. Contrary, for the SPR sensor it is not
possible to tune the penetration depth, which basically is fixed to 160 nm over the whole detection
range. The penetration depth of the SPR sensor does not change significantly when the metal is
changed from gold to silver.
The peak-type MCWG has an infinite penetration depth of the evanescent field in the cover and can
with advantage be used for broad range refractive index measurements, as the cover RI sensitivity
is constant over the entire detection range for changes in n
C
with a high cover RI sensitivity of 1
and a broad detection range. However, the sensor is not useful for thin adlayer measurements as
the adlayer sensitivity is zero.
For actual measurements with the MCWG sensors the analysis of the experimental setup showed
that only the angular interrogation setup is relevant for the peak-type MCWG. For the dip-type
MCWG both the angular and the wavelength interrogation setup can be used and actually the
wavelength setup indicates that the detection range can be expanded using this setup.
A retro reflector setup was build and analyzed for measurements with the MCWG sensors, where
angular interrogation was used for both sensors. The setup simplifies normally used rotational
setups and by analysis of the spot position of the prism/sensor interface it was shown that the
setup can be used for precise measurements as basically the same area of the sensor is used over
the rotation range.
Two MCWG sensors have been fabricated and applied for measurements using the retro reflector
setup. RI-measurements and cell detection were performed, where the important deep-probe sens-
ing application for detection of micronscale biological objects showed excellent results as a single
cell on the sensor surface could be detected using either of the MCWG sensors, with detection
limits well below 1 cell/mm2.
RI measurements with the peak- and the dip-type MCWG sensors show a difference in cover RI
sensitivity for the peak-type and dip-type MCWG sensor of approximately 40 % which corre-
sponds nicely with the difference in calculated cover sensitivies of 35%.
Experiments for detection of cells settling on the sensor surface show that both the peak- and the
dip-type MCWG sensor can be successfully applied for deep-probe sensing as a detection limit due
to the signal-to-noise ratios of 0.2 cells/mm2 is obtained for both sensors and thus direct detection
of a single cell at the sensor surfaces is possible.
It should finally be noted that the MCWG offers an additional advantage to the SPR-device as the
waveguide film provides a chemical and mechanical shield to the metal layer.
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